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Cybernetic GI Security Bulletin provides a summary of new vulnerabilities that have been recorded by the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) National Vulnerability Database (NVD) in the past 

week. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) National Cybersecurity and Communications 

Integration Center (NCCIC) / United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team, is sponsored by The 

NVD. For modified or updated entries, please visit the NVD, which contains historical vulnerability 

information . 

The vulnerabilities are based on the CVE vulnerability naming standard and determined by the Common 

Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) standard. They are organized according to severity, by the division 

of high, medium and low severities correspond to the following scores: 

 

High  - Vulnerabilities will be labeled High severity if they have a CVSS base score of 7.0 - 10.0 . 

Medium  - Vulnerabilities will be labeled Medium severity if they have a CVSS base score of 4.0  -  6.9 .  

Low  - Vulnerabilities will be labeled Low severity if they have a CVSS base score of 0.0 - 3.9 . 

 

Entries may include additional information provided by organizations and efforts sponsored by 

Cybernetic GI. This data may include identifying information, values, definitions, and related links. The 

patch information is provided to users when available. Please note that some of the information in the 

bulletin is compiled from external, open source reports and is not a direct result of Cybernetic GI 

analysis  . 

The NCCIC Weekly Vulnerability Summary Bulletin is created using information from the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) National Vulnerability Database (NVD). In some cases, the 

vulnerabilities in the bulletin may not yet have assigned CVSS scores. Please visit NVD for updated 

vulnerability entries, which include CVSS scores once they are available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published 
CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

genians -- 
genian_nac 

An remote code execution vulnerability due to SSTI vulnerability and insufficient 
file name parameter validation was discovered in Genian NAC. Remote attackers 
are able to execute arbitrary malicious code with SYSTEM privileges on all 
connected nodes in NAC through this vulnerability. 

2022-03-25 10 CVE-2021-26622  

dlink -- dap-
1360f1_firmware 

In DLink DAP-1360 F1 firmware version <=v6.10 in the "webupg" binary, an 
attacker can use the "file" parameter to execute arbitrary system commands when 
the parameter is "name=deleteFile" after being authorized. 

2022-03-27 10 

CVE-2021-44127 
  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in DIAE_hierarchyHandler.ashx. This allows an 
attacker to inject arbitrary SQL queries, retrieve and modify database contents, 
and execute system commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-25880  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in HandlerCommon.ashx. This allows an attacker 
to inject arbitrary SQL queries, retrieve and modify database contents, and execute 
system commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-25980  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in DIAE_dmdsetHandler.ashx. This allows an 
attacker to inject arbitrary SQL queries, retrieve and modify database contents, 
and execute system commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-26013  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in GetQueryData. This allows an attacker to inject 
arbitrary SQL queries, retrieve and modify database contents, and execute system 
commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-26059  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in GetLatestDemandNode and 
GetDemandAnalysisData. This allows an attacker to inject arbitrary SQL queries, 
retrieve and modify database contents, and execute system commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-26065  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in HandlerPage_KID.ashx. This allows an attacker 
to inject arbitrary SQL queries, retrieve and modify database contents, and execute 
system commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-26069  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in DIAE_hierarchyHandler.ashx. This allows an 
attacker to inject arbitrary SQL queries, retrieve and modify database contents, 
and execute system commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-26338  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in DIAE_eccoefficientHandler.ashx. This allows an 
attacker to inject arbitrary SQL queries, retrieve and modify database contents, 
and execute system commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-26349  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in DIAE_tagHandler.ashx. This allows an attacker 
to inject arbitrary SQL queries, retrieve and modify database contents, and execute 
system commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-26514  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in HandlerDialogECC.ashx. This allows an attacker 
to inject arbitrary SQL queries, retrieve and modify database contents, and execute 
system commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-26666  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in GetDemandAnalysisData. This allows an 
attacker to inject arbitrary SQL queries, retrieve and modify database contents, 
and execute system commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-26667  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in HandlerExport.ashx/Calendar. This allows an 
attacker to inject arbitrary SQL queries, retrieve and modify database contents, 
and execute system commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-26836  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in DIAE_HandlerTag_KID.ashx. This allows an 
attacker to inject arbitrary SQL queries, retrieve and modify database contents, 
and execute system commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-26887  

deltaww -- 
diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (All versions prior to 1.8.02.004) has a blind SQL 
injection vulnerability that exists in GetCalcTagList. This allows an attacker to inject 
arbitrary SQL queries, retrieve and modify database contents, and execute system 
commands. 

2022-03-29 10 CVE-2022-27175  
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netgear -- 
r8500_firmware 

NETGEAR R8500 1.0.2.158 devices allow remote authenticated users to execute 
arbitrary commands (such as telnetd) via shell metacharacters in the 
sysNewPasswd and sysPasswd parameters to password.cgi. 

2022-03-26 9 CVE-2022-27945  

netgear -- 
r8500_firmware 

NETGEAR R8500 1.0.2.158 devices allow remote authenticated users to execute 
arbitrary commands (such as telnetd) via shell metacharacters in the 
sysNewPasswd and sysPasswd parameters to admin_account.cgi. 

2022-03-26 9 CVE-2022-27946  

netgear -- 
r8500_firmware 

NETGEAR R8500 1.0.2.158 devices allow remote authenticated users to execute 
arbitrary commands (such as telnetd) via shell metacharacters in the ipv6_fix.cgi 
ipv6_wan_ipaddr, ipv6_lan_ipaddr, ipv6_wan_length, or ipv6_lan_length 
parameter. 

2022-03-26 9 CVE-2022-27947  

cef -- 
fortessa_ftbtld_fir
mware 

Incorrect permissions in the Bluetooth Services in the Fortessa FTBTLD Smart Lock 
as of 12-13-2022 allows a remote attacker to disable the lock via an 
unauthenticated edit to the lock name. 

2022-03-25 8.5  

CVE-2021-44905 
  

impresscms -- 
impresscms 

ImpressCMS before 1.4.3 allows include/findusers.php groups SQL Injection. 2022-03-28 7.5  

CVE-2021-26599 
 
 
  

impresscms -- 
impresscms 

ImpressCMS before 1.4.3 has plugins/preloads/autologin.php type confusion with 
resultant Authentication Bypass (!= instead of !==). 

2022-03-28 7.5  

CVE-2021-26600 
 
 
  

netu -- 
mex01_firmware 

An Buffer Overflow vulnerability leading to remote code execution was discovered 
in MEX01. Remote attackers can use this vulnerability by using the property that 
the target program copies parameter values to memory through the strcpy() 
function. 

2022-03-25 7.5  CVE-2021-26621  

predic8 -- 
soa_model 

An XML External Entity (XXE) vulnerability exists in all versions of soa-model (as of 
11.01/2021) in the WSDLParser function. 

2022-03-25 7.5  CVE-2021-43090  

totolink -- 
t10_v2_firmware 

Two Buffer Overflow vulnerabilities exists in T10 V2_Firmware 
V4.1.8cu.5207_B20210320 in the http_request_parse function when processing 
host data in the HTTP request process. 

2022-03-25 7.5  CVE-2021-43636  

glpi-project -- glpi 
A SQL Injection vulnerability exits in the Ramo plugin for GLPI 9.4.6 via the idu 
parameter in plugins/ramo/ramoapirest.php/getOutdated. 

2022-03-28 7.5  CVE-2021-44617  

sophos -- sfos 
An authentication bypass vulnerability in the User Portal and Webadmin allows a 
remote attacker to execute code in Sophos Firewall version v18.5 MR3 and older. 

2022-03-25 7.5  CVE-2022-1040  

sonicwall -- sonicos 
A Stack-based buffer overflow vulnerability in the SonicOS via HTTP request allows 
a remote unauthenticated attacker to cause Denial of Service (DoS) or potentially 
results in code execution in the firewall. 

2022-03-25 7.5  CVE-2022-22274  

synology -- 
diskstation_manag
er 

Buffer copy without checking size of input ('Classic Buffer Overflow') vulnerability 
in Authentication functionality in Synology DiskStation Manager (DSM) before 
6.2.3-25426-3 allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code via unspecified 
vectors. 

2022-03-25 7.5  CVE-2022-22687  

westerndigital -- 
my_cloud_pr2100
_firmware 

The combination of primitives offered by SMB and AFP in their default uration 
allows the arbitrary writing of files. By exploiting these combination of primitives, 
an attacker can execute arbitrary code. 

2022-03-25 7.5  CVE-2022-22995  

tuzicms -- tuzicms 
TuziCMS 2.0.6 is affected by SQL injection in 
\App\Manage\Controller\BannerController.class.php. 

2022-03-28 7.5  CVE-2022-23882  

deno -- deno 

Deno is a runtime for JavaScript and TypeScript. The versions of Deno between 
release 1.18.0 and 1.20.2 (inclusive) are vulnerable to an attack where a malicious 
actor controlling the code executed in a Deno runtime could bypass all permission 
checks and execute arbitrary shell code. This vulnerability does not affect users of 
Deno Deploy. The vulnerability has been patched in Deno 1.20.3. There is no 
workaround. All users are recommended to upgrade to 1.20.3 immediately. 

2022-03-25 7.5  CVE-2022-24783  

notable -- notable 
Notable v1.8.4 does not filter text editing, allowing attackers to execute arbitrary 
code via a crafted payload injected into the Title text field. 

2022-03-27 7.5  CVE-2022-26198  

marky_project -- 
marky 

Marky commit 3686565726c65756e was discovered to contain a remote code 
execution (RCE) vulnerability via the Display text fields. This vulnerability allows 
attackers to execute arbitrary code via injection of a crafted payload. 

2022-03-27 7.5  CVE-2022-26205  

dlink -- dir-
820l_firmware 

D-Link DIR-820L 1.05B03 was discovered to contain a remote command execution 
(RCE) vulnerability via the Device Name parameter in /lan.asp. 

2022-03-28 7.5  

CVE-2022-26258 
 
 
  

xiaohuanxiong_pro
ject -- 
xiaohuanxiong 

Xiaohuanxiong v1.0 was discovered to contain a SQL injection vulnerability via the 
id parameter at /app/controller/Books.php. 

2022-03-28 7.5  CVE-2022-26268  
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eyoucms -- 
eyoucms 

EyouCMS v1.5.4 was discovered to lack parameter filtering in 
\user\controller\shop.php, leading to payment logic vulnerabilities. 

2022-03-28 7.5  CVE-2022-26273  

gradle -- enterprise 
Gradle Enterprise before 2022.1 allows remote code execution if the installation 
process did not specify an initial uration file. The uration allows certain anonymous 
access to administration and an API. 

2022-03-25 7.5  CVE-2022-27919  

adobe -- 
acrobat_dc 

Acrobat Reader DC version 21.007.20099 (and earlier), 20.004.30017 (and earlier) 
and 17.011.30204 (and earlier) are affected by an out-of-bounds write vulnerability 
that could result in arbitrary code execution in the context of the current user. 
Exploitation of this issue requires user interaction in that a victim must open a 
malicious font file. 

2022-03-18 9.3  CVE-2022-24091  

adobe -- 
acrobat_dc 

Acrobat Reader DC version 21.007.20099 (and earlier), 20.004.30017 (and earlier) 
and 17.011.30204 (and earlier) are affected by an out-of-bounds write vulnerability 
that could result in arbitrary code execution in the context of the current user. 
Exploitation of this issue requires user interaction in that a victim must open a 
malicious font file. 

2022-03-18 9.3  CVE-2022-24092  

apple -- ipados 

A buffer overflow issue was addressed with improved memory handling. This issue 
is fixed in iOS 15.3 and iPadOS 15.3, watchOS 8.4, tvOS 15.3, Security Update 2022-
001 Catalina, macOS Monterey 12.2, macOS Big Sur 11.6.3. A malicious application 
may be able to execute arbitrary code with kernel privileges. 

2022-03-18 9.3  

CVE-2022-22593 
 
 
 
 
  

apple -- ipados 

An out-of-bounds write issue was addressed with improved bounds checking. This 
issue is fixed in tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, macOS Big Sur 11.6.5, Security 
Update 2022-003 Catalina, watchOS 8.5, macOS Monterey 12.3. An application 
may be able to execute arbitrary code with kernel privileges. 

2022-03-18 9.3  

CVE-2022-22613 
 
 
 
 
  

apple -- ipados 

A use after free issue was addressed with improved memory management. This 
issue is fixed in tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, macOS Big Sur 11.6.5, Security 
Update 2022-003 Catalina, watchOS 8.5, macOS Monterey 12.3. An application 
may be able to execute arbitrary code with kernel privileges. 

2022-03-18 9.3  

CVE-2022-22614 
 
 
 
 
  

apple -- ipados 
This issue was addressed with improved checks. This issue is fixed in iOS 15.4 and 
iPadOS 15.4. A user may be able to bypass the Emergency SOS passcode prompt. 

2022-03-18 7.5  CVE-2022-22642  

apple -- ipados 
A use after free issue was addressed with improved memory management. This 
issue is fixed in tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, macOS Monterey 12.3. An 
application may be able to gain elevated privileges. 

2022-03-18 7.5  

CVE-2022-22641 
 
  

apple -- ipados 
An out-of-bounds write issue was addressed with improved bounds checking. This 
issue is fixed in tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4. An application may be able to 
gain elevated privileges. 

2022-03-18 7.5  

CVE-2022-22635 
  

apple -- ipados 
A logic issue was addressed with improved state management. This issue is fixed in 
tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, macOS Big Sur 11.6.5, watchOS 8.5, macOS 
Monterey 12.3. A malicious application may be able to elevate privileges. 

2022-03-18 7.5  

CVE-2022-22632 
 
 
 
  

apple -- ipados 

A use after free issue was addressed with improved memory management. This 
issue is fixed in tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, macOS Big Sur 11.6.5, Security 
Update 2022-003 Catalina, watchOS 8.5, macOS Monterey 12.3. An application 
may be able to execute arbitrary code with kernel privileges. 

2022-03-18 9.3  

CVE-2022-22615 
 
 
 
 
  

apple -- ipados 

A memory corruption issue was addressed with improved state management. This 
issue is fixed in watchOS 8.5, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, macOS Big Sur 11.6.5, 
macOS Monterey 12.3. Opening a maliciously crafted PDF file may lead to an 
unexpected application termination or arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 9.3  

CVE-2022-22633 
 
 
  

apple -- ipados 
A buffer overflow was addressed with improved bounds checking. This issue is 
fixed in tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4. A malicious application may be able to 
execute arbitrary code with kernel privileges. 

2022-03-18 9.3  

CVE-2022-22634 
  

apple -- ipados 
An out-of-bounds write issue was addressed with improved bounds checking. This 
issue is fixed in tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4. An application may be able to 
execute arbitrary code with kernel privileges. 

2022-03-18 9.3  

CVE-2022-22636 
  

apple -- ipados 
A memory corruption issue was addressed with improved validation. This issue is 
fixed in tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, macOS Monterey 12.3, watchOS 8.5. 
An application may be able to execute arbitrary code with kernel privileges. 

2022-03-18 9.3  

CVE-2022-22640 
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apple -- ipados 
A use after free issue was addressed with improved memory management. This 
issue is fixed in iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4. An application may be able to execute 
arbitrary code with kernel privileges. 

2022-03-18 9.3  CVE-2022-22667  

apple -- macos 
A use after free issue was addressed with improved memory management. This 
issue is fixed in macOS Monterey 12.3. An application may be able to execute 
arbitrary code with kernel privileges. 

2022-03-18 7.2  CVE-2022-22669  

apple -- macos 
An out-of-bounds write issue was addressed with improved bounds checking. This 
issue is fixed in macOS Monterey 12.3. A remote attacker may be able to cause 
unexpected system termination or corrupt kernel memory. 

2022-03-18 7.8  CVE-2022-22651  

apple -- macos 
A logic issue was addressed with improved validation. This issue is fixed in macOS 
Monterey 12.3. A malicious application may be able to gain root privileges. 

2022-03-18 9.3  CVE-2022-22665  

apple -- macos 

A type confusion issue was addressed with improved state handling. This issue is 
fixed in macOS Big Sur 11.6.5, macOS Monterey 12.3, Security Update 2022-003 
Catalina. An application may be able to execute arbitrary code with kernel 
privileges. 

2022-03-18 9.3  

CVE-2022-22661 
 
  

apple -- macos 
A memory corruption issue was addressed with improved memory handling. This 
issue is fixed in macOS Monterey 12.2. A malicious application may be able to 
execute arbitrary code with kernel privileges. 

2022-03-18 9.3  CVE-2022-22591  

automotivelinux -- 
kooky_koi 

Automotive Grade Linux Kooky Koi 11.0.0, 11.0.1, 11.0.2, 11.0.3, 11.0.4, and 11.0.5 
is affected by Incorrect Access Control in usr/bifb-daemon. To exploit the 
vulnerability, an attacker should send a well-crafted HTTP (or WebSocket) request 
to the socket listened by the afb-daemon process. No credentials nor user 
interactions are required. 

2022-03-18 7.5  CVE-2022-24595  

dcnglobal -- dcme-
520_firmware 

DCN Firewall DCME-520 was discovered to contain a remote command execution 
(RCE) vulnerability via the host parameter in the file /system/tool/ping.php. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25390  

glewlwyd_sso_serv
er_project -- 
glewlwyd_sso_serv
er 

scheme/webauthn.c in Glewlwyd SSO server 2.x before 2.6.2 has a buffer overflow 
associated with a webauthn assertion. 

2022-03-18 7.5  

CVE-2022-27240 
  

linux -- 
linux_kernel 

Memory leak in icmp6 implementation in Linux Kernel 5.13+ allows a remote 
attacker to DoS a host by making it go out-of-memory via icmp6 packets of type 
130 or 131. We recommend upgrading past commit 
2d3916f3189172d5c69d33065c3c21119fe539fc. 

2022-03-18 7.8  

CVE-2022-0742 
  

netgear -- 
ex6100_firmware 

A stack overflow vulnerability exists in the upnpd service in Netgear EX6100v1 
201.0.2.28, CAX80 2.1.2.6, and DC112A 1.0.0.62, which may lead to the execution 
of arbitrary code without authentication. 

2022-03-18 7.2  

CVE-2022-24655 
 
  

online_admission_
system_project -- 
online_admissions
_system 

The Online Admission System 1.0 allows an unauthenticated attacker to upload or 
transfer files of dangerous types to the application through documents.php, which 
may be used to execute malicious code or lead to code execution. 

2022-03-18 7.5  

CVE-2021-45835 
 
  

opendocman -- 
opendocman 

An attacker can upload or transfer files of dangerous types to the OpenDocMan 
1.4.4 portal via add.php using MIME-bypass, which may be automatically 
processed within the product's environment or lead to arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 7.5  

CVE-2021-45834 
 
 
  

pascom -- 
cloud_phone_syst
em 

An issue was discovered in Pascom Cloud Phone System before 7.20.x. In the 
management REST API, /services/apply in exd.pl allows remote attackers to 
execute arbitrary code via shell metacharacters. 

2022-03-18 10 

CVE-2021-45966 
 
  

pascom_cloud_ph
one_system -- * 

An issue was discovered in Pascom Cloud Phone System before 7.20.x. A uration 
error between NGINX and a backend Tomcat server leads to a path traversal in the 
Tomcat server, exposing unintended endpoints. 

2022-03-18 7.5  

CVE-2021-45967 
 
 
  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
ntpserver parameter in the SetSysTimeCfg function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25457  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
time parameter in the saveParentControlInfo function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25453  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
loginpwd parameter in the SetFirewallCfg function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25454  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
list parameter in the SetIpMacBind function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25455  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
security_5g parameter in the WifiBasicSet function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25456  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
endip parameter in the SetPptpServerCfg function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25460  
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tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
URLs parameter in the saveParentControlInfo function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25452  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
startip parameter in the SetPptpServerCfg function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25461  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
S1 parameter in the SetSysTimeCfg function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25459  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 V15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
list parameter in the setstaticroutecfg function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25451  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
deviceId parameter in the saveParentControlInfo function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25449  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
day parameter in the openSchedWifi function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25448  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
schedendtime parameter in the openSchedWifi function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25447  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
schedstarttime parameter in the openSchedWifi function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25446  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
cmdinput parameter in the exeCommand function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25458  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 V15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
list parameter in the SetVirtualServerCfg function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25450  

tenda -- 
ac6_firmware 

Tenda AC6 v15.03.05.09_multi was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
time parameter in the PowerSaveSet function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25445  

tenda -- 
ac9_firmware 

Tenda AC9 v15.03.2.21 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the urls 
parameter in the saveparentcontrolinfo function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25433  

tenda -- 
ac9_firmware 

Tenda AC9 v15.03.2.21 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
schedendtime parameter in the openSchedWifi function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25427  

tenda -- 
ac9_firmware 

Tenda AC9 v15.03.2.21 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the deviceId 
parameter in the saveparentcontrolinfo function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25428  

tenda -- 
ac9_firmware 

Tenda AC9 v15.03.2.21 was discovered to contain a buffer overflow via the time 
parameter in the saveparentcontrolinfo function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25429  

tenda -- 
ac9_firmware 

Tenda AC9 v15.03.2.21 was discovered to contain multiple stack overflows via the 
NPTR, V12, V10 and V11 parameter in the Formsetqosband function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25431  

tenda -- 
ac9_firmware 

Tenda AC9 v15.03.2.21 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the list 
parameter in the SetIpMacBind function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25439  

tenda -- 
ac9_firmware 

Tenda AC9 v15.03.2.21 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
firewallen parameter in the SetFirewallCfg function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25434  

tenda -- 
ac9_firmware 

Tenda AC9 v15.03.2.21 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the list 
parameter in the SetStaticRoutecfg function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25435  

tenda -- 
ac9_firmware 

Tenda AC9 v15.03.2.21 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the list 
parameter in the SetVirtualServerCfg function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25437  

tenda -- 
ac9_firmware 

Tenda AC9 v15.03.2.21 was discovered to contain a stack overflow via the 
ntpserver parameter in the SetSysTimeCfg function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25440  

tenda -- 
ac9_firmware 

Tenda AC9 v15.03.2.21 was discovered to contain a remote command execution 
(RCE) vulnerability via the vlanid parameter in the SetIPTVCfg function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25441  

tenda -- 
ac9_firmware 

Tenda AC9 v15.03.2.21 was discovered to contain a remote command execution 
(RCE) vulnerability via the SetIPTVCfg function. 

2022-03-18 10 CVE-2022-25438  

10web -- 
photo_gallery 

The Photo Gallery by 10Web WordPress plugin before 1.6.0 does not validate and 
escape the bwg_tag_id_bwg_thumbnails_0 parameter before using it in a SQL 
statement via the bwg_frontend_data AJAX action (available to unauthenticated 
and authenticated users), leading to an unauthenticated SQL injection 

2022-03-14 7.5  

CVE-2022-0169 
  

adobe -- illustrator 

Adobe Illustrator version 26.0.3 (and earlier) is affected by a buffer overflow 
vulnerability due to insecure handling of a crafted file, potentially resulting in 
arbitrary code execution in the context of the current user. Exploitation requires 
user interaction in that a victim must open a crafted file in Illustrator. 

2022-03-11 9.3  CVE-2022-23187  

apache -- 
http_server 

Out-of-bounds Write vulnerability in mod_sed of Apache HTTP Server allows an 
attacker to overwrite heap memory with possibly attacker provided data. This issue 
affects Apache HTTP Server 2.4 version 2.4.52 and prior versions. 

2022-03-14 7.5  

CVE-2022-23943 
 
MLIST 

apache -- 
http_server 

Apache HTTP Server 2.4.52 and earlier fails to close inbound connection when 
errors are encountered discarding the request body, exposing the server to HTTP 
Request Smuggling 

2022-03-14 7.5  

CVE-2022-22720 
 
MLIST 

bluproducts -- 
g90_firmware 

An issue was discovered in Luna Simo PPR1.180610.011/202001031830. A pre-
installed app with a package name of com.skyroam.silverhelper writes three IMEI 
values to system properties at system startup. The system property values can be 
obtained via getprop by all third-party applications co-located on the device, even 

2022-03-11 7.2  

CVE-2021-41850 
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those with no permissions granted, exposing the IMEI values to processes without 
enforcing any access control. 

dell -- 
alienware_13_r3_f
irmware 

Dell BIOS contains an improper input validation vulnerability. A local authenticated 
malicious user may potentially exploit this vulnerability by using an SMI to gain 
arbitrary code execution during SMM. 

2022-03-11 7.2  CVE-2022-24420  

dell -- 
alienware_13_r3_f
irmware 

Dell BIOS contains an improper input validation vulnerability. A local authenticated 
malicious user may potentially exploit this vulnerability by using an SMI to gain 
arbitrary code execution during SMM. 

2022-03-11 7.2  CVE-2022-24419  

dell -- 
alienware_13_r3_f
irmware 

Dell BIOS contains an improper input validation vulnerability. A local authenticated 
malicious user may potentially exploit this vulnerability by using an SMI to gain 
arbitrary code execution during SMM. 

2022-03-11 7.2  CVE-2022-24416  

dell -- 
alienware_13_r3_f
irmware 

Dell BIOS contains an improper input validation vulnerability. A local authenticated 
malicious user may potentially exploit this vulnerability by using an SMI to gain 
arbitrary code execution during SMM. 

2022-03-11 7.2  CVE-2022-24415  

dell -- 
alienware_13_r3_f
irmware 

Dell BIOS contains an improper input validation vulnerability. A local authenticated 
malicious user may potentially exploit this vulnerability by using an SMI to gain 
arbitrary code execution during SMM. 

2022-03-11 7.2  CVE-2022-24421  

lg -- webos The public API error causes for the attacker to be able to bypass API access control. 2022-03-11 7.5  CVE-2022-23730  
molie_instructure_
canvas_linking_too
l_project -- 
molie_instructure_
canvas_linking_too
l 

The MOLIE WordPress plugin through 0.5 does not validate and escape a post 
parameter before using in a SQL statement, leading to an SQL Injection 

2022-03-14 7.5  CVE-2021-25007  

nystudio107 -- 
seomatic 

A Server-side Template Injection (SSTI) vulnerability exists in Nystudio107 Seomatic 
3.4.12 in src/helpers/UrlHelper.php via the host header. 

2022-03-11 7.5  

CVE-2021-44618 
  

parseplatform -- 
parse-server 

Parse Server is an open source http web server backend. In versions prior to 4.10.7 
there is a Remote Code Execution (RCE) vulnerability in Parse Server. This 
vulnerability affects Parse Server in the default uration with MongoDB. The main 
weakness that leads to RCE is the Prototype Pollution vulnerable code in the file 
`DatabaseController.js`, so it is likely to affect Postgres and any other database 
backend as well. This vulnerability has been ed on Linux (Ubuntu) and Windows. 
Users are advised to upgrade as soon as possible. The only known workaround is to 
manually patch your installation with code referenced at the source GHSA-p6h4-
93qp-jhcm. 

2022-03-12 7.5  

CVE-2022-24760 
  

ponton -- 
x\/p_messenger 

An issue was discovered in PONTON X/P Messenger before 3.11.2. Due to path 
traversal in private/SchemaSetUpload.do for uploaded ZIP files, an executable 
script can be uploaded by web application administrators, giving the attacker 
remote code execution on the underlying server via an imgs/*.jsp URI. 

2022-03-13 7.5  

CVE-2021-45887 
  

simple-git_project 
-- simple-git 

The package simple-git before 3.3.0 are vulnerable to Command Injection via 
argument injection. When calling the .fetch(remote, branch, handlerFn) function, 
both the remote and branch parameters are passed to the git fetch subcommand. 
By injecting some git options it was possible to get arbitrary command execution. 

2022-03-11 7.5  

CVE-2022-24433 
 
 
  

totolink -- 
a3100r_firmware 

A Command Injection vulnerability exits in TOTOLINK A3100R 
<=V4.1.2cu.5050_B20200504 in adm/ntm.asp via the hosTime parameters. 

2022-03-11 7.5  

CVE-2021-44620 
 
 
  

tribalsystems -- 
zenario 

Zenario CMS 9.0.54156 is vulnerable to File Upload. The web server can be 
compromised by uploading and executing a web-shell which can run commands, 
browse system files, browse local resources, attack other servers, and exploit the 
local vulnerabilities, and so forth. 

2022-03-14 7.5  CVE-2021-42171  

wptaskforce -- 
wpcargo_track_\&
_trace 

The WPCargo Track & Trace WordPress plugin before 6.9.0 contains a file which 
could allow unauthenticated attackers to write a PHP file anywhere on the web 
server, leading to RCE 

2022-03-14 7.5  CVE-2021-25003  

yokogawa -- 
centum_vp_firmw
are 

The following Yokogawa Electric products hard-code the password for CAMS server 
applications: CENTUM VP versions from R5.01.00 to R5.04.20 and versions from 
R6.01.00 to R6.08.00, Exaopc versions from R3.72.00 to R3.79.00 

2022-03-11 7.5  CVE-2022-23402  

a3rev -- 
page_view_count 

The Page View Count WordPress plugin before 2.4.15 does not sanitise and escape 
the post_ids parameter before using it in a SQL statement via a REST endpoint, 
available to both unauthenticated and authenticated users. As a result, 
unauthenticated attackers could perform SQL injection attacks 

2022-03-07 7.5  CVE-2022-0434  

bitdefender -- 
antivirus_plus 

Incorrect Permission Assignment for Critical Resource vulnerability in the crash 
handling component BDReinit.exe as used in Bitdefender Total Security, Internet 
Security, Antivirus Plus, Endpoint Security Tools for Windows allows a remote 
attacker to escalate local privileges to SYSTEM. This issue affects: Bitdefender Total 

2022-03-07 7.2  

CVE-2021-4199 
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Security versions prior to 26.0.10.45. Bitdefender Internet Security versions prior to 
26.0.10.45. Bitdefender Antivirus Plus versions prior to 26.0.10.45. Bitdefender 
Endpoint Security Tools for Windows versions prior to 7.4.3.146. 

calibre-
web_project -- 
calibre-web 

Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF) in GitHub repository janeczku/calibre-web prior 
to 0.6.17. 

2022-03-07 7.5  

CVE-2022-0766 
  

dlink -- dir-
859_firmware 

D-Link DIR-859 v1.05 was discovered to contain a stack-based buffer overflow via 
the function genacgi_main. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of 
Service (DoS) via a crafted payload. 

2022-03-04 7.1  

CVE-2022-25106 
 
  

genieacs -- 
genieacs 

In GenieACS 1.2.x before 1.2.8, the UI interface API is vulnerable to 
unauthenticated OS command injection via the ping host argument (lib/ui/api.ts 
and lib/ping.ts). The vulnerability arises from insufficient input validation combined 
with a missing authorization check. 

2022-03-06 7.5  

CVE-2021-46704 
  

linux -- 
linux_kernel 

A flaw was found in the way the "flags" member of the new pipe buffer structure 
was lacking proper initialization in copy_page_to_iter_pipe and push_pipe 
functions in the Linux kernel and could thus contain stale values. An unprivileged 
local user could use this flaw to write to pages in the page cache backed by read 
only files and as such escalate their privileges on the system. 

2022-03-10 7.2  

CVE-2022-0847 
 
 
 
  

linux -- 
linux_kernel 

A flaw was found in the KVM's AMD code for supporting SVM nested virtualization. 
The flaw occurs when processing the VMCB (virtual machine control block) 
provided by the L1 guest to spawn/handle a nested guest (L2). Due to improper 
validation of the "virt_ext" field, this issue could allow a malicious L1 to disable 
both VMLOAD/VMSAVE intercepts and VLS (Virtual VMLOAD/VMSAVE) for the L2 
guest. As a result, the L2 guest would be allowed to read/write physical pages of 
the host, resulting in a crash of the entire system, leak of sensitive data or potential 
guest-to-host escape. 

2022-03-04 7.2  

CVE-2021-3656 
 
 
  

mendix -- 
forgot_password 

A vulnerability has been identified in Mendix Forgot Password Appstore module 
(All versions >= V3.3.0 < V3.5.1), Mendix Forgot Password Appstore module 
(Mendix 7 compatible) (All versions < V3.2.2). Initial passwords are generated in an 
insecure manner. This could allow an unauthenticated remote attacker to 
efficiently brute force passwords in specific situations. 

2022-03-08 7.5  CVE-2022-26314  

mi -- 
ax3600_firmware 

A command injection vulnerability exists in the Xiaomi Router AX3600. The 
vulnerability is caused by a lack of inspection for incoming data detection. 
Attackers can exploit this vulnerability to execute code. 

2022-03-10 7.2  CVE-2020-14111  

mi -- 
ax3600_firmware 

A command injection vulnerability exists in the Xiaomi Router AX3600. The 
vulnerability is caused by a lack of inspection for incoming data detection. 
Attackers can exploit this vulnerability to execute code. 

2022-03-10 10 CVE-2020-14115  

mingsoft -- mcms 

https://gitee.com/mingSoft/MCMS MCMS <=5.2.5 is affected by: RCE. The impact 
is: execute arbitrary code (remote). The attack vector is: 
${"freemarker.template.utility.Execute"?new()("calc")}. ¶¶ MCMS has a pre-auth 
RCE vulnerability through which allows unauthenticated attacker with network 
access via http to compromise MCMS. Successful attacks of this vulnerability can 
result in takeover of MCMS. 

2022-03-04 7.5  CVE-2021-46384  

network_block_de
vice_project -- 
network_block_de
vice 

In nbd-server in nbd before 3.24, there is a stack-based buffer overflow. An 
attacker can cause a buffer overflow in the parsing of the name field by sending a 
crafted NBD_OPT_INFO or NBD_OPT_GO message with an large value as the length 
of the name. 

2022-03-06 7.5  

CVE-2022-26496 
 
  

network_block_de
vice_project -- 
network_block_de
vice 

In nbd-server in nbd before 3.24, there is an integer overflow with a resultant 
heap-based buffer overflow. A value of 0xffffffff in the name length field will cause 
a zero-sized buffer to be allocated for the name, resulting in a write to a dangling 
pointer. This issue exists for the NBD_OPT_INFO, NBD_OPT_GO, and 
NBD_OPT_EXPORT_NAME messages. 

2022-03-06 7.5  

CVE-2022-26495 
 
 
MLIST 

part-db_project -- 
part-db 

OS Command Injection in GitHub repository part-db/part-db prior to 0.5.11. 2022-03-04 10 

CVE-2022-0848 
 
  

pytorchlightning -- 
pytorch_lightning 

Code Injection in GitHub repository pytorchlightning/pytorch-lightning prior to 
1.6.0. 

2022-03-05 10 

CVE-2022-0845 
  

secomea -- 
gatemanager 

This issue affects: Secomea GateManager Version 9.6.621421014 and all prior 
versions. Improper Limitation of a Pathname to restricted directory, allows logged 
in GateManager admin to delete system Files or Directories. 

2022-03-04 8.5  CVE-2021-32008  

siemens -- 
ruggedcom_ros 

A vulnerability has been identified in RUGGEDCOM ROS M2100 (All versions), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS M2200 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS M969 (All versions), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC20 (All versions), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC30 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC40 (All versions), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC41 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC8388 (All versions 

2022-03-08 7.5  CVE-2021-42019  
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< V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RP110 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS400 (All 
versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS401 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416 (All 
versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416v2 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS8000 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000A (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS8000H (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000T (All versions), RUGGEDCOM 
ROS RS900 (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900G (All versions), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900G (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS900GP (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS900W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS910L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS920L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS920W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS930L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS930W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS940G (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS969 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RSG2100 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100 (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100P (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2200 (All 
versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2288 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RSG2300 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2300P (All versions < 
V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2488 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RSG907R (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG908C (All versions < V5.6.0), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG909R (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG910C (All 
versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG920P (All versions < V5.6.0), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RSL910 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228 (All 
versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228P (All versions < V5.6.0), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RST916C (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST916P (All 
versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS i800 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i801 
(All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i802 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i803 (All 
versions). Within a third-party component, the process to allocate partition size 
fails to check memory boundaries. Therefore, if a large amount is requested by an 
attacker, due to an integer-wrap around, it could result in a small size being 
allocated instead. 

siemens -- 
ruggedcom_ros 

A vulnerability has been identified in RUGGEDCOM ROS M2100 (All versions), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS M2200 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS M969 (All versions), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC20 (All versions), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC30 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC40 (All versions), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC41 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC8388 (All versions 
< V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RP110 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS400 (All 
versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS401 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416 (All 
versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416v2 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS8000 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000A (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS8000H (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000T (All versions), RUGGEDCOM 
ROS RS900 (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900G (All versions), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900G (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS900GP (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS900W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS910L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS920L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS920W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS930L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS930W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RS940G (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS969 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RSG2100 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100 (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100P (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2200 (All 
versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2288 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RSG2300 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2300P (All versions < 
V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2488 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 
RSG907R (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG908C (All versions < V5.6.0), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG909R (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG910C (All 
versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG920P (All versions < V5.6.0), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RSL910 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228 (All 
versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228P (All versions < V5.6.0), 
RUGGEDCOM ROS RST916C (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST916P (All 
versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS i800 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i801 
(All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i802 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i803 (All 
versions). Within a third-party component, whenever memory allocation is 
requested, the out of bound size is not checked. Therefore, if size exceeding the 
expected allocation is assigned, it could allocate a smaller buffer instead. If an 
attacker were to exploit this, they could cause a heap overflow. 

2022-03-08 7.5  CVE-2021-42018  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-42018&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-42018
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siemens -- 
sinumerik_mc_fir
mware 

A vulnerability has been identified in SINUMERIK MC (All versions < V1.15 SP1), 
SINUMERIK ONE (All versions < V6.15 SP1). The sc SUID binary on affected devices 
provides several commands that are used to execute system commands or modify 
system files. A specific set of operations using sc could allow local attackers to 
escalate their privileges to root. 

2022-03-08 7.2  CVE-2022-24408  

stylemixthemes -- 
masterstudy_lms 

The MasterStudy LMS WordPress plugin before 2.7.6 does to validate some 
parameters given when registering a new account, allowing unauthenticated users 
to register as an admin 

2022-03-07 7.5  

CVE-2022-0441 
  

symantec -- 
management_age
nt 

The Symantec Management Agent is susceptible to a privilege escalation 
vulnerability. A low privilege local account can be elevated to the SYSTEM level 
through registry manipulations. 

2022-03-04 7.2  CVE-2022-25623  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow in the function 
formSetProvince. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of Service 
(DoS) via the ProvinceCode parameter. 

2022-03-10 7.8  CVE-2022-25558  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow in the function 
saveParentControlInfo. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of 
Service (DoS) via the time parameter. 

2022-03-10 7.8  CVE-2022-25566  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a heap overflow in the function 
saveParentControlInfo. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of 
Service (DoS) via the urls parameter. 

2022-03-10 7.8  CVE-2022-25557  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow in the function 
fromSetSysTime. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of Service 
(DoS) via the serverName parameter. 

2022-03-10 7.8  CVE-2022-25548  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow in the function 
saveParentControlInfo. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of 
Service (DoS) via the deviceId parameter. 

2022-03-10 7.8  CVE-2022-25554  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow in the function 
formSetSysToolDDNS. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of 
Service (DoS) via the ddnsPwd parameter. 

2022-03-10 7.8  CVE-2022-25553  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow in the function 
form_fast_setting_wifi_set. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of 
Service (DoS) via the ssid parameter. 

2022-03-10 7.8  CVE-2022-25552  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow in the function 
formSetSysToolDDNS. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of 
Service (DoS) via the ddnsDomain parameter. 

2022-03-10 7.8  CVE-2022-25551  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow in the function 
formSetSysToolDDNS. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of 
Service (DoS) via the ddnsUser parameter. 

2022-03-10 7.8  CVE-2022-25546  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow in the function 
fromSetSysTime. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of Service 
(DoS) via the time parameter. 

2022-03-10 7.8  CVE-2022-25547  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow in the function 
saveParentControlInfo. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of 
Service (DoS) via the deviceName parameter. 

2022-03-10 7.8  CVE-2022-25550  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow in the function 
fromSetSysTime. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of Service 
(DoS) via the ntpServer parameter. 

2022-03-10 7.8  CVE-2022-25555  

tenda -- 
ax1806_firmware 

Tenda AX1806 v1.0.0.1 was discovered to contain a stack overflow in the function 
formSetSysToolDDNS. This vulnerability allows attackers to cause a Denial of 
Service (DoS) via the ddnsEn parameter. 

2022-03-10 7.8  CVE-2022-25549  

tenda -- 
ax3_firmware 

There is a stack buffer overflow vulnerability in the formSetPPTPServer function of 
Tenda-AX3 router V16.03.12.10_CN. The v10 variable is directly retrieved from the 
http request parameter startIp. Then v10 will be splice to stack by function sscanf 
without any security check,which causes stack overflow. By POSTing the page 
/goform/SetPptpServerCfg with proper startIp, the attacker can easily perform 
remote code execution with carefully crafted overflow data. 

2022-03-04 7.5  CVE-2021-46393  

tenda -- 
ax3_firmware 

There is a stack buffer overflow vulnerability in the formSetPPTPServer function of 
Tenda-AX3 router V16.03.12.10_CN. The v13 variable is directly retrieved from the 
http request parameter startIp. Then v13 will be splice to stack by function sscanf 
without any security check, which causes stack overflow. By POSTing the page 
/goform/SetPptpServerCfg with proper startIp, the attacker can easily perform 
remote code execution with carefully crafted overflow data. 

2022-03-04 7.5  CVE-2021-46394  

tp-link -- tl-
wr886n_firmware 

A Buffer Overflow vulnerability exists in TP-LINK WR-886N 20190826 2.3.8 in the 
/cloud_/router_post/check_reg_verify_code function which could let a remove 
malicious user execute arbitrary code via a crafted post request. 

2022-03-10 10 CVE-2021-44622  
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tp-link -- tl-
wr886n_firmware 

A Buffer Overflow vulnerability exists in TP-LINK WR-886N 20190826 2.3.8 via the 
/cloud_/router_post/check_reset_pwd_verify_code interface. 

2022-03-10 10 CVE-2021-44623  

tp-link -- tl-
wr886n_firmware 

A Buffer Overflow vulnerability exists in TP-LINK WR-886N 20190826 2.3.8 in 
/cloud_/cloud_device/info interface, which allows a malicious user to executee 
arbitrary code on the system via a crafted post request. 

2022-03-10 10 CVE-2021-44625  

tp-link -- tl-
wr886n_firmware 

A Buffer Overflow vulnerability exists in TP-LINK WR-886N 20190826 2.3.8 in the 
/cloud_/router_post/get_reg_verify_code feature, which allows malicious users to 
execute arbitrary code on the system via a crafted post request. 

2022-03-10 10 CVE-2021-44626  

tp-link -- tl-
wr886n_firmware 

A Buffer Overflow vulnerabilitiy exists in TP-LINK WR-886N 20190826 2.3.8 in the 
/cloud_/router_post/register feature, which allows malicious users to execute 
arbitrary code on the system via a crafted post request. 

2022-03-10 10 CVE-2021-44629  

tp-link -- tl-
wr886n_firmware 

A Buffer Overflow vulnerability exists in TP-LINK WR-886N 20190826 2.3.8 in the 
/cloud_/router_post/get_reset_pwd_veirfy_code feature, which allows malicious 
users to execute arbitrary code on the system via a crafted post request. 

2022-03-10 10 CVE-2021-44627  

tp-link -- tl-
wr886n_firmware 

A Buffer Overflow vulnerabiltiy exists in TP-LINK WR-886N 20190826 2.3.8 in thee 
/cloud_/router_post/login feature, which allows malicious users to execute 
arbitrary code on the system via a crafted post request. 

2022-03-10 10 CVE-2021-44628  

tp-link -- tl-
wr886n_firmware 

A Buffer Overflow vulnerability exists in TP-LINK WR-886N 20190826 2.3.8 in the 
/cloud_/router_post/modify_account_pwd feature, which allows malicious users 
to execute arbitrary code on the system via a crafted post request. 

2022-03-10 10 CVE-2021-44630  

tp-link -- tl-
wr886n_firmware 

A Buffer Overflow vulnerability exists in TP-LINK WR-886N 20190826 2.3.8 in the 
/cloud_/router_post/reset_cloud_pwd feature, which allows malicous users to 
execute arbitrary code on the system via a crafted post request. 

2022-03-10 10 CVE-2021-44631  

tp-link -- tl-
wr886n_firmware 

A Buffer Overflow vulnerability exists in TP-LINK WR-886N 20190826 2.3.8 in the 
/cloud_/router_post/upgrade_info feature, which allows malicious users to 
execute arbitrary code on the system via a crafted post request. 

2022-03-10 10 CVE-2021-44632  

victor_cms_project 
-- victor_cms 

Victor CMS v1.0 was discovered to contain a SQL injection vulnerability. 2022-03-04 7.5  

CVE-2022-26201 
  

wpdeveloper -- 
notificationx 

The NotificationX WordPress plugin before 2.3.9 does not sanitise and escape the 
nx_id parameter before using it in a SQL statement, leading to an Unauthenticated 
Blind SQL Injection 

2022-03-07 7.5  CVE-2022-0349  
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xorux -- lpar2rrd 

A password mismanagement situation exists in XoruX LPAR2RRD and STOR2RRD 

before 7.30 because cleartext information is present in HTML password input fields 

in the device properties. (Viewing the passwords requires uring a web browser to 

display HTML password input fields.) 

2021-11-08 4.3  

CVE-2021-42370 

  

mruby -- mruby User after free in mrb_vm_exec in GitHub repository mruby/mruby prior to 3.2. 2022-03-26 6.8  

CVE-2022-1071 

  

typesettercms -- 

typesetter 

TypesetterCMS v5.1 was discovered to contain a Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) 

which is exploited via a crafted POST request. 
2022-03-25 6.8  

CVE-2022-25523 

 

  
broadcom -- 

tcpreplay 

tcprewrite in Tcpreplay 4.4.1 has a heap-based buffer over-read in get_ipv6_next 

in common/get.c. 
2022-03-26 6.8  CVE-2022-27940  

broadcom -- 

tcpreplay 

tcprewrite in Tcpreplay 4.4.1 has a heap-based buffer over-read in 

get_l2len_protocol in common/get.c. 
2022-03-26 6.8  CVE-2022-27941  

broadcom -- 

tcpreplay 

tcpprep in Tcpreplay 4.4.1 has a heap-based buffer over-read in parse_mpls in 

common/get.c. 
2022-03-26 6.8  CVE-2022-27942  

linux -- 

linux_kernel 

An out-of-bounds (OOB) memory write flaw was found in the Linux kernel’s 

watch_queue event notification subsystem. This flaw can overwrite parts of the 

kernel state, potentially allowing a local user to gain privileged access or cause a 

denial of service on the system. 

2022-03-25 6.6  

CVE-2022-0995 

  

solarwinds -- 

webhelpdesk 

SolarWinds received a report of a vulnerability related to an input that was not 

sanitized in WebHelpDesk. SolarWinds has removed this input field to prevent the 

misuse of this input in the future. 

2022-03-25 6.5  

CVE-2021-35254 

  

diyhi -- bbs 

A Server-side Template Injection (SSTI) vulnerability exists in bbs 5.3 in 

TemplateManageAction.javawhich could let a malicoius user execute arbitrary 

code. 

2022-03-28 6.5  CVE-2021-43097  

diyhi -- bbs 
A File Upload vulnerability exists in bbs v5.3 via QuestionManageAction.java in a 

getType function. 
2022-03-28 6.5  CVE-2021-43098  

diyhi -- bbs 

A File Upload vulnerability exists in bbs 5.3 is via 

MembershipCardManageAction.java in a GetType function, which lets a remote 

malicious user execute arbitrary code. 

2022-03-28 6.5  CVE-2021-43101  

diyhi -- bbs 
A File Upload vulnerability exists in bbs 5.3 is via HelpManageAction.java in a 

GetType function, which lets a remote malicious user execute arbitrary code. 
2022-03-28 6.5  CVE-2021-43102  

diyhi -- bbs 
A File Upload vulnerability exists in bbs 5.3 is via ForumManageAction.java in a 

GetType function, which lets a remote malicious user execute arbitrary code. 
2022-03-28 6.5  CVE-2021-43103  

moodle -- moodle 
An SQL injection risk was identified in Badges code relating to uring criteria. Access 

to the relevant capability was limited to teachers and managers by default. 
2022-03-25 6.5  

CVE-2022-0983 

 

FEDORA 

clusterlabs -- pcs 

A flaw was found in the Pacemaker uration tool (pcs). The pcs daemon was 

allowing expired accounts, and accounts with expired passwords to login when 

using PAM authentication. Therefore, unprivileged expired accounts that have 

been denied access could still login. 

2022-03-25 6.5  CVE-2022-1049  

fork-cms -- 

fork_cms 

SQL injection through marking blog comments on bulk as spam in GitHub 

repository forkcms/forkcms prior to 5.11.1. 
2022-03-25 6.5  

CVE-2022-1064 

  

synology -- 

diskstation_manag

er 

Improper neutralization of special elements used in a command ('Command 

Injection') vulnerability in File service functionality in Synology DiskStation 

Manager (DSM) before 6.2.4-25556-2 allows remote authenticated users to 

execute arbitrary commands via unspecified vectors. 

2022-03-25 6.5  CVE-2022-22688  
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mruby -- mruby use after free in mrb_vm_exec in GitHub repository mruby/mruby prior to 3.2. 2022-03-27 6.4  

CVE-2022-1106 

  

python -- pillow 
Pillow before 9.0.1 allows attackers to delete files because spaces in temporary 

pathnames are mishandled. 
2022-03-28 6.4  

CVE-2022-24303 

  

alf-banco -- alf-

banco 

ALF-BanCO v8.2.5 and below was discovered to use a hardcoded password to 

encrypt the SQLite database containing the user's data. Attackers who are able to 

gain remote or local access to the system are able to read and modify the data. 

2022-03-25 6.4  CVE-2022-25577  

duckduckgo -- 

duckduckgo 

The DuckDuckGo browser 7.64.4 on iOS allows Address Bar Spoofing due to 

mishandling of the JavaScript window.open function (used to open a secondary 

browser window). This could be exploited by tricking users into supplying sensitive 

information such as credentials, because the address bar would display a 

legitimate URL, but content would be hosted on the attacker's web site. 

2022-03-25 5.8  CVE-2021-44683  

tinyrise -- tinyshop 

A File Deletion vulnerability exists in TinyShop 3.1.1 in the back_list parameter in 

controllers\admin.php, which could let a malicious user delete any file such as 

install.lock to reinstall cms. 

2022-03-25 5.5  

CVE-2020-21554 

 

 

  

impresscms -- 

impresscms 

ImpressCMS before 1.4.3 allows libraries/image-editor/image-edit.php 

image_temp Directory Traversal. 
2022-03-28 5.5  

CVE-2021-26601 

 

 

  

zlib -- zlib 
zlib before 1.2.12 allows memory corruption when deflating (i.e., when 

compressing) if the input has many distant matches. 
2022-03-25 5 

CVE-2018-25032 

 

 

MLIST 

MLIST 

 

 

 

 

DEBIAN 

MLIST 

iptime -- 

nas101_firmware 

An improper authentication vulnerability leading to information leakage was 

discovered in iptime NAS2dual. Remote attackers are able to steal important 

information in the server by exploiting vulnerabilities such as insufficient 

authentication when accessing the shared folder and changing user’s passwords. 

2022-03-25 5 CVE-2021-26620  

gnome -- caribou 

A flaw was found in Caribou due to a regression of CVE-2020-25712 fix. An attacker 

could use this flaw to bypass screen-locking applications that leverage Caribou as 

an input mechanism. The highest threat from this vulnerability is to system 

availability. 

2022-03-25 5 CVE-2021-3567  

yeswiki -- yeswiki 
An SQL Injection vlnerability exits in Yeswiki doryphore 20211012 via the email 

parameter in the registration form. 
2022-03-25 5 

CVE-2021-43091 

  

f-secure -- safe 

A vulnerability affecting F-Secure SAFE browser was discovered. A maliciously 

crafted website attached with USSD code in JavaScript or iFrame can trigger dialer 

application from F-Secure browser which can be exploited by an attacker to send 

unwanted USSD messages or perform unwanted calls. In most modern Android OS, 

dialer application will require user interaction, however, some older Android OS 

may not need user interaction. 

2022-03-25 5 CVE-2021-44751  

deltaww -- 

diaenergie 

Delta Electronics DIAEnergie (Version 1.7.5 and prior) is vulnerable to cleartext 

transmission as the web application runs by default on HTTP. This could allow an 

attacker to remotely read transmitted information between the client and product. 

2022-03-25 5 CVE-2022-0988  

74cms -- 74cms 
74cmsSE v3.4.1 was discovered to contain an arbitrary file read vulnerability via the 

$url parameter at \index\controller\Download.php. 
2022-03-28 5 CVE-2022-26271  
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redhat -- keycloak 
A POST based reflected Cross Site Scripting vulnerability on has been identified in 

Keycloak. 
2022-03-25 4.3  CVE-2021-20323  

leanote -- leanote 

Leanote 2.7.0 is vulnerable to Cross Site Scripting (XSS) in the markdown type note. 

This leads to remote code execution with payload : <video src=x 

onerror=(function(){require('child_process').exec('calc');})();> 

2022-03-28 4.3  CVE-2021-43721  

spotweb_project -- 

spotweb 

There is a Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in SpotPage_login.php of Spotweb 

1.5.1 and below, which allows remote attackers to inject arbitrary web script or 

HTML via the data[performredirect] parameter. 

2022-03-28 4.3  

CVE-2021-43725 

  

open-xchange -- 

ox_app_suite 
OX App Suite through 7.10.5 allows XSS via an unknown system message in Chat. 2022-03-28 4.3  

CVE-2021-44208 

  

open-xchange -- 

ox_app_suite 
OX App Suite through 7.10.5 allows XSS via an HTML 5 element such as AUDIO. 2022-03-28 4.3  

CVE-2021-44209 

  

open-xchange -- 

ox_app_suite 

OX App Suite through 7.10.5 allows XSS via NIFF (Notation Interchange File Format) 

data. 
2022-03-28 4.3  

CVE-2021-44210 

  

open-xchange -- 

ox_app_suite 

OX App Suite through 7.10.5 allows XSS via a trailing control character such as the 

SCRIPT\t substring. 
2022-03-28 4.3  

CVE-2021-44212 

  

open-xchange -- 

ox_app_suite 

OX App Suite through 7.10.5 allows XSS via uuencoding in a multipart/alternative 

message. 
2022-03-28 4.3  

CVE-2021-44213 

  

deltaww -- 

cncsoft_screenedit

or 

Delta Electronics CNCSoft (Version 1.01.30) and prior) is vulnerable to an out-of-

bounds read while processing a specific project file, which may allow an attacker to 

disclose information. 

2022-03-25 4.3  CVE-2021-44768  

phpipam -- 

phpipam 

phpIPAM 1.4.4 allows Reflected XSS and CSRF via 

app/admin/subnets/find_free_section_subnets.php of the subnets functionality. 
2022-03-25 4.3  

CVE-2021-46426 

 

  
mapping_multiple

_urls_redirect_sam

e_page_project -- 

mapping_multiple

_urls_redirect_sam

e_page 

The Mapping Multiple URLs Redirect Same Page WordPress plugin through 5.8 

does not sanitize and escape the mmursp_id parameter before outputting it back 

in an admin page, leading to a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting. 

2022-03-28 4.3  CVE-2022-0599  

myceliumdesign -- 

conference_sched

uler 

The Conference Scheduler WordPress plugin before 2.4.3 does not sanitize and 

escape the tab parameter before outputting back in an admin page, leading to a 

Reflected Cross-Site Scripting. 

2022-03-28 4.3  CVE-2022-0600  

databasepeek_proj

ect -- 

database_peek 

The Database Peek WordPress plugin through 1.2 does not sanitize and escape the 

match parameter before outputting it back in an admin page, leading to a 

Reflected Cross-Site Scripting. 

2022-03-28 4.3  CVE-2022-0619  

deleteoldorders_p

roject -- 

delete_old_orders 

The Delete Old Orders WordPress plugin through 0.2 does not sanitize and escape 

the date parameter before outputting it back in an admin page, leading to a 

Reflected Cross-Site Scripting. 

2022-03-28 4.3  CVE-2022-0620  

dtabs_project -- 

dtabs 

The dTabs WordPress plugin through 1.4 does not sanitize and escape the tab 

parameter before outputting it back in an admin page, leading to a Reflected 

Cross-Site Scripting. 

2022-03-28 4.3  CVE-2022-0621  

ays-pro -- 

popup_like_box 

The Popup Like box WordPress plugin before 3.6.1 does not sanitize and escape 

the ays_fb_tab parameter before outputting it back in an admin page, leading to a 

Reflected Cross-Site Scripting. 

2022-03-28 4.3  CVE-2022-0641  

bank_mellat_proje

ct -- bank_mellat 

The Bank Mellat WordPress plugin through 1.3.7 does not sanitize and escape the 

orderId parameter before outputting it back in an admin page, leading to a 

Reflected Cross-Site Scripting. 

2022-03-28 4.3  CVE-2022-0643  
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Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 

Vendor -- Product 
Description Published 

CVSS 

Score 

Source & Patch 

Info 

bulk_creator_proje

ct -- bulk_creator 

The Bulk Creator WordPress plugin through 1.0.1 does not sanitize and escape the 

post_type parameter before outputting it back in an admin page, leading to a 

Reflected Cross-Site Scripting. 

2022-03-28 4.3  CVE-2022-0647  

statamic -- 

statamic 

Statamic is a Laravel and Git powered CMS. Before versions 3.2.39 and 3.3.2, it is 

possible to  a single character of a user's password hash using a specially crafted 

regular expression filter in the users endpoint of the REST API. Multiple such 

requests can eventually uncover the entire hash. The hash is not present in the 

response, however the presence or absence of a result s if the character is in the 

right position. The API has throttling enabled by default, making this a time 

intensive task. Both the REST API and the users endpoint need to be enabled, as 

they are disabled by default. The issue has been fixed in versions 3.2.39 and above, 

and 3.3.2 and above. 

2022-03-25 4.3  

CVE-2022-24784 

 

  

surveyking -- 

surveyking 

SurveyKing v0.2.0 was discovered to retain users' session cookies after logout, 

allowing attackers to login to the system and access data using the browser cache 

when the user exits the application. 

2022-03-25 4.3  

CVE-2022-25590 

 

  

simpleajaxchat_pr

oject -- 

simple_ajax_chat 

Unauthenticated Stored Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) in Simple Ajax Chat <= 20220115 

allows an attacker to store the malicious code. However, the attack requires 

specific conditions, making it hard to exploit. 

2022-03-25 4.3  

CVE-2022-25610 

  

yonyou -- u8\+ 
Yonyou u8 v13.0 was discovered to contain a DOM-based cross-site scripting (XSS) 

vulnerability via the component /u8sl/WebHelp. 
2022-03-25 4.3  

CVE-2022-26263 

 

  

maccms -- maccms 

Maccms v10 was discovered to contain multiple reflected cross-site scripting (XSS) 

vulnerabilities in /admin.php/admirt/data.html via the select and input 

parameters. 

2022-03-25 4.3  CVE-2022-26573  

powerdns -- 

authoritative_serv

er 

In PowerDNS Authoritative Server before 4.4.3, 4.5.x before 4.5.4, and 4.6.x before 

4.6.1 and PowerDNS Recursor before 4.4.8, 4.5.x before 4.5.8, and 4.6.x before 

4.6.1, insufficient validation of an IXFR end condition causes incomplete zone 

transfers to be handled as successful transfers. 

2022-03-25 4.3  

CVE-2022-27227 

 

 

 

 

MLIST 

maccms -- maccms 
Maccms v10 was discovered to contain a reflected cross-site scripting (XSS) 

vulnerability in /admin.php/admin/plog/index.html via the wd parameter. 
2022-03-25 4.3  CVE-2022-27884  

maccms -- maccms 

Maccms v10 was discovered to contain multiple reflected cross-site scripting (XSS) 

vulnerabilities in /admin.php/admin/website/data.html via the select and input 

parameters. 

2022-03-25 4.3  CVE-2022-27885  

maccms -- maccms 
Maccms v10 was discovered to contain a reflected cross-site scripting (XSS) 

vulnerability in /admin.php/admin/ulog/index.html via the wd parameter. 
2022-03-25 4.3  CVE-2022-27886  

maccms -- maccms 
Maccms v10 was discovered to contain a reflected cross-site scripting (XSS) 

vulnerability in /admin.php/admin/vod/data.html via the repeat parameter. 
2022-03-25 4.3  CVE-2022-27887  

mendelson -- oftp2 

Mendelson OFTP2 before 1.1 b43 is affected by directory traversal. To access the 

vulnerable code path, the attacker has to know one of the ured Odette IDs of the 

OFTP2 server. An attacker can upload files to the server outside of the intended 

upload directory. 

2022-03-25 4.3  

CVE-2022-27906 

  

kiwix -- libkiwix 
libkiwix 10.0.0 and 10.0.1 allows XSS in the built-in webserver functionality via the 

search suggestions URL parameter. This is fixed in 10.1.0. 
2022-03-25 4.3  

CVE-2022-27920 

 

 

FEDORA 

libsixel_project -- 

libsixel 

stb_image.h (aka the stb image loader) 2.19, as used in libsixel and other products, 

has a reachable assertion in stbi__create_png_image_raw. 
2022-03-26 4.3  CVE-2022-27938  
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CVSS 
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Source & Patch 
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broadcom -- 

tcpreplay 

tcprewrite in Tcpreplay 4.4.1 has a reachable assertion in get_layer4_v6 in 

common/get.c. 
2022-03-26 4.3  CVE-2022-27939  

gnu -- gcc 
libiberty/rust-demangle.c in GNU GCC 11.2 allows stack consumption in 

demangle_const, as demonstrated by nm-new. 
2022-03-26 4.3  

CVE-2022-27943 

  

3cx -- 3cx 3CX System through 2022-03-17 stores cleartext passwords in a database. 2022-03-28 4 

CVE-2021-45491 

  

aapanel -- aapanel 
aaPanel v6.8.21 was discovered to be vulnerable to directory traversal. This 

vulnerability allows attackers to obtain the root user private SSH key(id_rsa). 
2022-03-27 4 CVE-2022-26252  

apple -- 

garageband 

A memory initialization issue was addressed with improved memory handling. This 

issue is fixed in Logic Pro 10.7.3, GarageBand 10.4.6, macOS Monterey 12.3. 

Opening a maliciously crafted file may lead to unexpected application termination 

or arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  

CVE-2022-22657 

 

  

apple -- 

garageband 

An out-of-bounds read was addressed with improved bounds checking. This issue is 

fixed in Logic Pro 10.7.3, GarageBand 10.4.6, macOS Monterey 12.3. Opening a 

maliciously crafted file may lead to unexpected application termination or arbitrary 

code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  

CVE-2022-22664 

 

  

apple -- ipados 

A logic issue was addressed with improved restrictions. This issue is fixed in iOS 

15.4 and iPadOS 15.4. A malicious website may be able to access information about 

the user and their devices. 

2022-03-18 5 CVE-2022-22653  

apple -- ipados 

A memory corruption issue was addressed with improved validation. This issue is 

fixed in tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, watchOS 8.5. Processing a maliciously 

crafted image may lead to heap corruption. 

2022-03-18 6.8  

CVE-2022-22666 

 

  

apple -- ipados 

A use after free issue was addressed with improved memory management. This 

issue is fixed in iOS 15.3 and iPadOS 15.3, watchOS 8.4, tvOS 15.3, Safari 15.3, 

macOS Monterey 12.2. Processing maliciously crafted web content may lead to 

arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  

CVE-2022-22590 

 

 

 

  

apple -- ipados 

The issue was addressed with additional permissions checks. This issue is fixed in 

tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, macOS Monterey 12.3, watchOS 8.5. A 

malicious application may be able to read other applications' settings. 

2022-03-18 5 

CVE-2022-22609 

 

 

  

apple -- ipados 

This issue was addressed with improved checks. This issue is fixed in iOS 15.4 and 

iPadOS 15.4, macOS Monterey 12.3. A user may send audio and video in a 

FaceTime call without knowing that they have done so. 

2022-03-18 5 

CVE-2022-22643 

  

apple -- ipados 

A logic issue was addressed with improved state management. This issue is fixed in 

iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4. An attacker in a privileged network position may be able 

to leak sensitive user information. 

2022-03-18 4 CVE-2022-22659  

apple -- ipados 

A resource exhaustion issue was addressed with improved input validation. This 

issue is fixed in iOS 15.2.1 and iPadOS 15.2.1. Processing a maliciously crafted 

HomeKit accessory name may cause a denial of service. 

2022-03-18 4.3  CVE-2022-22588  

apple -- ipados 

The issue was addressed with improved permissions logic. This issue is fixed in tvOS 

15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, macOS Monterey 12.3, watchOS 8.5. A malicious 

application may be able to bypass certain Privacy preferences. 

2022-03-18 4.3  

CVE-2022-22600 

 

 

  

apple -- ipados 

An access issue was addressed with improved access restrictions. This issue is fixed 

in tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, watchOS 8.5. A malicious application may 

be able to identify what other applications a user has installed. 

2022-03-18 4.3  

CVE-2022-22670 

 

  

apple -- ipados A null pointer dereference was addressed with improved validation. This issue is 

fixed in tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, macOS Big Sur 11.6.5, Security Update 
2022-03-18 4 

CVE-2022-22638 
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2022-003 Catalina, watchOS 8.5, macOS Monterey 12.3. An attacker in a privileged 

position may be able to perform a denial of service attack. 

 

  

apple -- ipados 

A logic issue was addressed with improved state management. This issue is fixed in 

iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, macOS Monterey 12.3. An application may be able to 

gain elevated privileges. 

2022-03-18 6.8  

CVE-2022-22639 

  

apple -- ipados 

An out-of-bounds write was addressed with improved input validation. This issue is 

fixed in macOS Big Sur 11.4, iOS 14.6 and iPadOS 14.6, watchOS 7.5, tvOS 14.6. 

Processing a maliciously crafted font file may lead to arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  

CVE-2021-30771 

 

 

  

apple -- itunes 

A memory consumption issue was addressed with improved memory handling. 

This issue is fixed in tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, iTunes 12.12.3 for 

Windows, watchOS 8.5, macOS Monterey 12.3. Processing a maliciously crafted 

image may lead to heap corruption. 

2022-03-18 6.8  

CVE-2022-22612 

 

 

 

  

apple -- itunes 

An out-of-bounds read was addressed with improved input validation. This issue is 

fixed in tvOS 15.4, iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, iTunes 12.12.3 for Windows, watchOS 

8.5, macOS Monterey 12.3. Processing a maliciously crafted image may lead to 

arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  

CVE-2022-22611 

 

 

 

  

apple -- mac_os_x 

A memory corruption issue was addressed with improved validation. This issue is 

fixed in macOS Big Sur 11.6.5, macOS Monterey 12.3, Security Update 2022-003 

Catalina. Processing a maliciously crafted file may lead to arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  

CVE-2022-22597 

 

  

apple -- mac_os_x 

An out-of-bounds read was addressed with improved bounds checking. This issue is 

fixed in macOS Big Sur 11.6.5, macOS Monterey 12.3, Security Update 2022-003 

Catalina. Processing a maliciously crafted AppleScript binary may result in 

unexpected application termination or disclosure of process memory. 

2022-03-18 5.8  

CVE-2022-22627 

 

  

apple -- macos 
This issue was addressed with a new entitlement. This issue is fixed in macOS 

Monterey 12.3. An app may be able to spoof system notifications and UI. 
2022-03-18 4.3  CVE-2022-22660  

apple -- macos 

A privacy issue existed in the handling of Contact cards. This was addressed with 

improved state management. This issue is fixed in macOS Monterey 12.3. A 

malicious application may be able to access information about a user's contacts. 

2022-03-18 4.3  CVE-2022-22644  

apple -- safari 
A user interface issue was addressed. This issue is fixed in watchOS 8.5, Safari 15.4. 

Visiting a malicious website may lead to address bar spoofing. 
2022-03-18 4.3  

CVE-2022-22654 

  

apple -- safari 

A logic issue was addressed with improved state management. This issue is fixed in 

iOS 15.3 and iPadOS 15.3, watchOS 8.4, tvOS 15.3, Safari 15.3, macOS Monterey 

12.2. Processing maliciously crafted web content may prevent Content Security 

Policy from being enforced. 

2022-03-18 4.3  

CVE-2022-22592 

 

 

 

  

apple -- safari 

A use after free issue was addressed with improved memory management. This 

issue is fixed in macOS Monterey 12.2.1, iOS 15.3.1 and iPadOS 15.3.1, Safari 15.3 

(v. 16612.4.9.1.8 and 15612.4.9.1.8). Processing maliciously crafted web content 

may lead to arbitrary code execution. Apple is aware of a report that this issue may 

have been actively exploited.. 

2022-03-18 6.8  

CVE-2022-22620 

 

  

apple -- xcode 

An out-of-bounds read was addressed with improved bounds checking. This issue is 

fixed in Xcode 13.3. Opening a maliciously crafted file may lead to unexpected 

application termination or arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  CVE-2022-22602  

apple -- xcode 

An out-of-bounds read was addressed with improved bounds checking. This issue is 

fixed in Xcode 13.3. Opening a maliciously crafted file may lead to unexpected 

application termination or arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  CVE-2022-22604  
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Description Published 

CVSS 

Score 

Source & Patch 

Info 

apple -- xcode 

An out-of-bounds read was addressed with improved bounds checking. This issue is 

fixed in Xcode 13.3. Opening a maliciously crafted file may lead to unexpected 

application termination or arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  CVE-2022-22605  

apple -- xcode 

An out-of-bounds read was addressed with improved bounds checking. This issue is 

fixed in Xcode 13.3. Opening a maliciously crafted file may lead to unexpected 

application termination or arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  CVE-2022-22601  

apple -- xcode 

An out-of-bounds read was addressed with improved bounds checking. This issue is 

fixed in Xcode 13.3. Opening a maliciously crafted file may lead to unexpected 

application termination or arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  CVE-2022-22606  

apple -- xcode 

An out-of-bounds read was addressed with improved bounds checking. This issue is 

fixed in Xcode 13.3. Opening a maliciously crafted file may lead to unexpected 

application termination or arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  CVE-2022-22607  

apple -- xcode 

An out-of-bounds read was addressed with improved bounds checking. This issue is 

fixed in Xcode 13.3. Opening a maliciously crafted file may lead to unexpected 

application termination or arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  CVE-2022-22608  

apple -- xcode 

An out-of-bounds read was addressed with improved bounds checking. This issue is 

fixed in Xcode 13.3. Opening a maliciously crafted file may lead to unexpected 

application termination or arbitrary code execution. 

2022-03-18 6.8  CVE-2022-22603  

bigantsoft -- 

bigant_server 

BigAnt Software BigAnt Server v5.6.06 was discovered to utilize weak password 

hashes. 
2022-03-21 5 

CVE-2022-23348 

  

bigantsoft -- 

bigant_server 

BigAnt Software BigAnt Server v5.6.06 was discovered to contain incorrect access 

control. 
2022-03-21 5 

CVE-2022-23345 

  

bigantsoft -- 

bigant_server 

BigAnt Software BigAnt Server v5.6.06 was discovered to be vulnerable to directory 

traversal attacks. 
2022-03-21 5 

CVE-2022-23347 

  

bigantsoft -- 

bigant_server 

BigAnt Software BigAnt Server v5.6.06 was discovered to contain incorrect access 

control issues. 
2022-03-21 6.5  

CVE-2022-23346 

  

bigantsoft -- 

bigant_server 

An issue in BigAnt Software BigAnt Server v5.6.06 can lead to a Denial of Service 

(DoS). 
2022-03-21 5 

CVE-2022-23352 

  

bigantsoft -- 

bigant_server 

BigAnt Software BigAnt Server v5.6.06 was discovered to contain a Cross-Site 

Request Forgery (CSRF). 
2022-03-21 6.8  

CVE-2022-23349 

  

dcnglobal -- dcme-

520_firmware 

DCN Firewall DCME-520 was discovered to contain an arbitrary file download 

vulnerability via the path parameter in the file /audit/log/log_management.php. 
2022-03-18 5 CVE-2022-25389  

digitalbazaar -- 

forge 

Forge (also called `node-forge`) is a native implementation of Transport Layer 

Security in JavaScript. Prior to version 1.3.0, RSA PKCS#1 v1.5 signature verification 

code is lenient in checking the digest algorithm structure. This can allow a crafted 

structure that steals padding bytes and uses unchecked portion of the PKCS#1 

encoded message to forge a signature when a low public exponent is being used. 

The issue has been addressed in `node-forge` version 1.3.0. There are currently no 

known workarounds. 

2022-03-18 5 

CVE-2022-24771 

  

expresstech -- 

responsive_menu 

Nonce token leak vulnerability leading to arbitrary file upload, theme deletion, 

plugin settings change discovered in Responsive Menu WordPress plugin (versions 

<= 4.1.7). 

2022-03-18 6.5  

CVE-2022-25602 

  

foliovision -- 

fv_flowplayer_vide

o_player 

Authenticated (author or higher user role) SQL Injection (SQLi) vulnerability 

discovered in FV Flowplayer Video Player WordPress plugin (versions <= 

7.5.15.727). 

2022-03-18 6.5  

CVE-2022-25607 

  

gogs -- gogs 
Remote Command Execution in uploading repository file in GitHub repository 

gogs/gogs prior to 0.12.6. 
2022-03-21 6.5  

CVE-2022-0415 
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CVSS 
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golang -- go 

golang.org/x/crypto/ssh before 0.0.0-20220314234659-1baeb1ce4c0b in Go 

through 1.16.15 and 1.17.x through 1.17.8 allows an attacker to crash a server in 

certain circumstances involving AddHostKey. 

2022-03-18 4.3  

CVE-2022-27191 

  

hexoeditor_project 

-- hexoeditor 

HexoEditor 1.1.8 is affected by Cross Site Scripting (XSS). By putting a common XSS 

payload in a markdown file, if opened with the app, will execute several times. 
2022-03-21 4.3  CVE-2022-24656  

ibm -- 

business_automati

on_workflow 

IBM Business Automation Workflow 18.0, 19.0, 20.0, and 21.0 and IBM Business 

Process Manager 8.5 and 8.6 stores user credentials in plain clear text which can be 

read by a lprivileged user. IBM X-Force ID: 214346. 

2022-03-18 4 

CVE-2021-39046 

XF  

ibm -- 

engineering_requir

ements_quality_as

sistant_on-

premises 

IBM Engineering Requirements Quality Assistant prior to 3.1.3 could allow an 

authenticated user to cause a denial of service. IBM X-Force ID: 207413. 
2022-03-18 4 

CVE-2021-29899 

 

XF 

jivesoftware -- jive 

An issue was discovered in xmppserver jar in the XMPP Server component of the 

JIve platform, as used in Pascom Cloud Phone System before 7.20.x (and in other 

products). An endpoint in the backend Tomcat server of the Pascom allows SSRF, a 

related issue to CVE-2019-18394. 

2022-03-18 5 

CVE-2021-45968 

 

 

 

  

linux -- 

linux_kernel 

A flaw use after free in the Linux kernel FUSE filesystem was found in the way user 

triggers write(). A local user could use this flaw to get some unauthorized access to 

some data from the FUSE filesystem and as result potentially privilege escalation 

too. 

2022-03-18 4.6  

CVE-2022-1011 

 

FEDORA 

FEDORA 

linux -- 

linux_kernel 

In the Linux kernel before 5.15.3, fs/quota/quota_tree.c does not validate the 

block number in the quota tree (on disk). This can, for example, lead to a 

kernel/locking/rwsem.c use-after-free if there is a corrupted quota file. 

2022-03-18 4.3  

CVE-2021-45868 

 

 

 

  

misp -- misp 
An issue was discovered in MISP before 2.4.156. app/Model/Server.php does not 

restrict generateServerSettings to the CLI. This could lead to SSRF. 
2022-03-18 6.8  CVE-2022-27245  

misp -- misp 
An issue was discovered in MISP before 2.4.156. app/View/Users/terms.ctp allows 

Local File Inclusion via the custom terms file setting. 
2022-03-18 6.8  CVE-2022-27243  

misp -- misp 
An issue was discovered in MISP before 2.4.156. An SVG org logo (which may 

contain JavaScript) is not forbidden by default. 
2022-03-18 4.3  CVE-2022-27246  

pluck-cms -- pluck 
In Pluck 4.7.16, an admin user can use the theme upload functionality at 

/admin.php?action=themeinstall to perform remote code execution. 
2022-03-18 6.5  

CVE-2022-26965 

  

abb -- 

ellipse_enterprise_

asset_managemen

t 

An attacker could trick a user of Hitachi ABB Power Grids Ellipse Enterprise Asset 

Management (EAM) versions prior to and including 9.0.25 into visiting a malicious 

website posing as a login page for the Ellipse application and gather authentication 

credentials. 

2022-03-11 4.3  

CVE-2021-27414 

  

abb -- 

ellipse_enterprise_

asset_managemen

t 

An attacker could exploit this vulnerability in Hitachi ABB Power Grids Ellipse 

Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) versions prior to and including 9.0.25 by 

tricking a user to click on a link containing malicious code that would then be run 

by the web browser. This can result in the compromise of confidential information, 

or even the takeover of the user’s session. 

2022-03-11 5.8  

CVE-2021-27416 

  

alibaba -- nacos 
A Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability exists in Nacos 2.0.3 in auth/users via the 

(1) pageSize and (2) pageNo parameters. 
2022-03-11 4.3  CVE-2021-44667  

alist_project -- alist 
Alist v2.1.0 and below was discovered to contain a cross-site scripting (XSS) 

vulnerability via /i/:data/ipa.plist. 
2022-03-12 4.3  CVE-2022-26533  
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apache -- 

http_server 

A carefully crafted request body can cause a read to a random memory area which 

could cause the process to crash. This issue affects Apache HTTP Server 2.4.52 and 

earlier. 

2022-03-14 5 

CVE-2022-22719 

 

MLIST 

apache -- 

http_server 

If LimitXMLRequestBody is set to allow request bodies larger than 350MB (defaults 

to 1M) on 32 bit systems an integer overflow happens which later causes out of 

bounds writes. This issue affects Apache HTTP Server 2.4.52 and earlier. 

2022-03-14 6.8  

CVE-2022-22721 

 

MLIST 

atlassian -- crucible 

The DefaultRepositoryAdminService class in Fisheye and Crucible before version 

4.8.9 allowed remote attackers, who have 'can add repository permission', to 

enumerate the existence of internal network and filesystem resources via a Server-

Side Request Forgery (SSRF) vulnerability. 

2022-03-14 4 

CVE-2021-43954 

  

bestwebsoft -- 

error_log_viewer 

The Error Log Viewer WordPress plugin through 1.1.1 does not validate the path of 

the log file to clear, allowing high privilege users to clear arbitrary files on the web 

server, including those outside of the blog folder 

2022-03-14 4 CVE-2021-24966  

bwp-google-xml-

sitemaps_project -

- bwp-google-xml-

sitemaps 

The Better WordPress Google XML Sitemaps WordPress plugin through 1.4.1 does 

not sanitise and escape its logs when outputting them in the admin dashboard, 

which could allow unauthenticated users to perform Stored Cross-Site Scripting 

attacks against admins 

2022-03-14 4.3  CVE-2022-0230  

contact-form-

submission_projec

t -- contact-form-

submission 

The Contact Form Submissions WordPress plugin before 1.7.3 does not sanitise and 

escape additional fields in contact form requests before outputting them in the 

related submission. As a result, unauthenticated attacker could perform Cross-Site 

Scripting attacks against admins viewing the malicious submission 

2022-03-14 4.3  

CVE-2022-0248 

  

cookieinformation 

-- wp-gdpr-

compliance 

The Cookie Information | Free GDPR Consent Solution WordPress plugin before 

2.0.8 does not escape user data before outputting it back in attributes in the admin 

dashboard, leading to a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting issue 

2022-03-14 4.3  

CVE-2022-0147 

  

fasterxml -- 

jackson-databind 

jackson-databind before 2.13.0 allows a Java StackOverflow exception and denial 

of service via a large depth of nested objects. 
2022-03-11 5 CVE-2020-36518  

gpac -- gpac GPAC 1.0.1 is affected by a NULL pointer dereference in gf_dump_vrml_field.isra (). 2022-03-14 4.3  CVE-2022-24574  

gpac -- gpac 
GPAC 2.0 allows a heap-based buffer overflow in gf_base64_encode. It can be 

triggered via MP4Box. 
2022-03-12 6.8  CVE-2022-26967  

gpac -- gpac GPAC 1.0.1 is affected by a stack-based buffer overflow through MP4Box. 2022-03-14 6.8  

CVE-2022-24575 

  
gpac -- gpac GPAC 1.0.1 is affected by Use After Free through MP4Box. 2022-03-14 4.3  

CVE-2022-24576 

  

huawei -- atune 

atune before 0.3-0.8 log in as a local user and run the curl command to access the 

local atune url interface to escalate the local privilege or modify any file. 

Authentication is not forcibly enabled in the default uration. 

2022-03-11 4.6  CVE-2021-33658  

intel -- 

atom_c2308 

Hardware allows activation of test or debug logic at runtime for some Intel(R) 

Trace Hub instances which may allow an unauthenticated user to potentially 

enable escalation of privilege via physical access. 

2022-03-11 4.6  CVE-2021-33150  

king-theme -- 

kingcomposer 

The Page Builder KingComposer WordPress plugin through 2.9.6 does not validate 

the id parameter before redirecting the user to it via the kc_get_thumbn AJAX 

action available to both unauthenticated and authenticated users 

2022-03-14 6.8  CVE-2022-0165  

lg -- webos 
V8 javascript engine (heap vulnerability) can cause privilege escalation ,which can 

impact on some webOS TV models. 
2022-03-11 4.6  CVE-2022-23731  

liblouis -- liblouis 
Liblouis through 3.21.0 has a buffer overflow in compilePassOpcode in 

compileTranslationTable.c (called, indirectly, by tools/lou_checktable.c). 
2022-03-13 6.8  CVE-2022-26981  
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Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 

Vendor -- Product 
Description Published 

CVSS 

Score 

Source & Patch 

Info 

libtiff -- libtiff 

Out-of-bounds Read error in tiffcp in libtiff 4.3.0 allows attackers to cause a denial-

of-service via a crafted tiff file. For users that compile libtiff from sources, the fix is 

available with commit 408976c4. 

2022-03-11 4.3  

CVE-2022-0924 

 

  

libtiff -- libtiff 

Null source pointer passed as an argument to memcpy() function within 

TIFFFetchNormalTag () in tif_dirread.c in libtiff versions up to 4.3.0 could lead to 

Denial of Service via crafted TIFF file. 

2022-03-11 4.3  

CVE-2022-0908 

 

  

libtiff -- libtiff 

Unchecked Return Value to NULL Pointer Dereference in tiffcrop in libtiff 4.3.0 

allows attackers to cause a denial-of-service via a crafted tiff file. For users that 

compile libtiff from sources, the fix is available with commit f2b656e2. 

2022-03-11 4.3  

CVE-2022-0907 

 

  

libtiff -- libtiff 

Divide By Zero error in tiffcrop in libtiff 4.3.0 allows attackers to cause a denial-of-

service via a crafted tiff file. For users that compile libtiff from sources, the fix is 

available with commit f8d0f9aa. 

2022-03-11 4.3  

CVE-2022-0909 

 

  

lua -- lua 
Use after free in garbage collector and finalizer of lgc.c in Lua interpreter 

5.4.0~5.4.3 allows attackers to perform Sandbox Escape via a crafted script file. 
2022-03-14 4.3  

CVE-2021-44964 

 

 

 

  
microweber -- 

microweber 

Abusing Backup/Restore feature to achieve Remote Code Execution in GitHub 

repository microweber/microweber prior to 1.2.12. 
2022-03-11 6.5  

CVE-2022-0921 

  

microweber -- 

microweber 

Integer Overflow or Wraparound in GitHub repository microweber/microweber 

prior to 1.3. 
2022-03-11 5 

CVE-2022-0913 

  

microweber -- 

microweber 

XSS on dynamic_text module in GitHub repository microweber/microweber prior 

to 1.2.11. 
2022-03-12 4.3  

CVE-2022-0929 

  

mirametrix -- 

glance 

Mirametrix Glance before 5.1.1.42207 (released on 2018-08-30) allows a local 

attacker to elevate privileges. NOTE: this is unrelated to products from the 

glance.com and glance.net websites. 

2022-03-13 4.6  CVE-2022-24696  

molie_instructure_

canvas_linking_too

l_project -- 

molie_instructure_

canvas_linking_too

l 

The MOLIE WordPress plugin through 0.5 does not escape the course_id parameter 

before outputting it back in the admin dashboard, leading to a Reflected Cross-Site 

Scripting issue 

2022-03-14 4.3  CVE-2021-25006  

moodle -- moodle 

The last time a user accessed the mobile app is displayed on their profile page, but 

should be restricted to users with the relevant capability (site administrators by 

default). Moodle versions 3.10 to 3.10.3 are affected. 

2022-03-11 4 CVE-2021-32477  

moodle -- moodle 

The redirect URI in the LTI authorization endpoint required extra sanitizing to 

prevent reflected XSS and open redirect risks. Moodle versions 3.10 to 3.10.3, 3.9 

to 3.9.6, 3.8 to 3.8.8 and earlier unsupported versions are affected. 

2022-03-11 4.3  CVE-2021-32478  

moodle -- moodle 

An SQL injection risk existed on sites with MNet enabled and ured, via an XML-RPC 

call from the connected peer host. Note that this required site administrator access 

or access to the keypair. Moodle 3.10 to 3.10.3, 3.9 to 3.9.6, 3.8 to 3.8.8, 3.5 to 

3.5.17 and earlier unsupported versions are affected. 

2022-03-11 6.5  CVE-2021-32474  

moodle -- moodle 

A denial-of-service risk was identified in the draft files area, due to it not respecting 

user file upload limits. Moodle versions 3.10 to 3.10.3, 3.9 to 3.9.6, 3.8 to 3.8.8, 3.5 

to 3.5.17 and earlier unsupported versions are affected. 

2022-03-11 5 CVE-2021-32476  

moodle -- moodle 

It was possible for a student to view their quiz grade before it had been released, 

using a quiz web service. Moodle 3.10 to 3.10.3, 3.9 to 3.9.6, 3.8 to 3.8.8, 3.5 to 

3.5.17 and earlier unsupported versions are affected 

2022-03-11 5 CVE-2021-32473  
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onenav_project -- 

onenav 

An issue in index.php of OneNav v0.9.14 allows attackers to perform directory 

traversal. 
2022-03-12 5 CVE-2022-26276  

oppo -- coloros 
In ACE2 ColorOS11, the attacker can obtain the foreground package name through 

permission promotion, resulting in user information disclosure. 
2022-03-11 5 CVE-2021-23246  

orchardcore -- 

orchardcore 

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) - Stored in GitHub repository orchardcms/orchardcore 

prior to 1.3.0. 
2022-03-11 4.3  

CVE-2022-0820 

  

orchardcore -- 

orchardcore 

Improper Authorization in GitHub repository orchardcms/orchardcore prior to 

1.3.0. 
2022-03-11 4 

CVE-2022-0821 

  

phpliteadmin -- 

phpliteadmin 

phpLiteAdmin through 1.9.8.2 allows XSS via the index.php newRows parameter 

(aka num or number). 
2022-03-13 4.3  CVE-2021-46709  

ponton -- 

x\/p_messenger 

An issue was discovered in PONTON X/P Messenger before 3.11.2. Anti-CSRF 

tokens are globally valid, making the web application vulnerable to a weakened 

version of CSRF, where an arbitrary token of a low-privileged user (such as 

operator) can be used to  actions of higher-privileged ones (such as xpadmin). 

2022-03-13 6.8  

CVE-2021-45886 

  

redhat -- 

descision_manager 

A flaw was found in JBoss-client. The vulnerability occurs due to a memory leak on 

the JBoss client-side, when using UserTransaction repeatedly and leads to 

information leakage vulnerability. 

2022-03-11 5 

CVE-2022-0853 

  

saleor -- saleor Improper Authorization in GitHub repository saleor/saleor prior to 3.1.2. 2022-03-11 4 

CVE-2022-0932 

  

secomea -- 

gatemanager 

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in firmware section of Secomea 

GateManager allows logged in user to inject javascript in browser session. This 

issue affects: Secomea GateManager Version 9.6.621421014 and all prior versions. 

2022-03-11 4.3  CVE-2021-32009  

smartertools -- 

smartertrack 

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in SmarterTools SmarterTrack This issue 

affects: SmarterTools SmarterTrack 100.0.8019.14010. 
2022-03-14 4.3  

CVE-2022-24384 

  

smartertools -- 

smartertrack 

A Direct Object Access vulnerability in SmarterTools SmarterTrack leads to 

information disclosure This issue affects: SmarterTools SmarterTrack 

100.0.8019.14010. 

2022-03-14 4 

CVE-2022-24385 

  

smartertools -- 

smartertrack 

With administrator or admin privileges the application can be tricked into 

overwriting files in app_data/ folder, e.g. the systemsettings.xml file. THis is 

possible in SmarterTrack v100.0.8019.14010 

2022-03-14 6.5  

CVE-2022-24387 

  

softing -- 

datafeed_opc_suit

e 

An issue was discovered in Softing OPC UA C++ SDK before 5.70. An invalid XML 

element in the type dictionary makes the OPC/UA client crash due to an out-of-

memory condition. 

2022-03-11 4 

CVE-2021-42262 

  

softing -- 

datafeed_opc_suit

e 

An issue was discovered in Softing OPC UA C++ SDK before 5.70. A malformed 

OPC/UA message abort packet makes the client crash with a NULL pointer 

dereference. 

2022-03-11 5 

CVE-2021-42577 

  

techspawn -- wp-

email-users 

The WP Email Users WordPress plugin through 1.7.6 does not escape the data_raw 

parameter in the weu_selected_users_1 AJAX action, available to any 

authenticated users, allowing them to perform SQL injection attacks. 

2022-03-14 6.5  CVE-2021-24959  

timescale -- 

timescaledb 

Timescale TimescaleDB 1.x and 2.x before 2.5.2 may allow privilege escalation 

during extension installation. The installation process uses commands such as 

CREATE x IF NOT EXIST that allow an unprivileged user to precreate objects. These 

objects will be used by the installer (which executes as Superuser), leading to 

privilege escalation. In order to be able to take advantage of this, an unprivileged 

user would need to be able to create objects in a database and then get a 

Superuser to install TimescaleDB into their database. (In the fixed versions, the 

installation aborts when it finds that an object already exists.) 

2022-03-13 6 

CVE-2022-24128 
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tipsandtricks-hq -- 

simple_download_

monitor 

The Simple Download Monitor WordPress plugin before 3.9.5 allows users with a 

role as low as Contributor to download any file on the web server (such as wp-

.php) via a path traversal vector. 

2022-03-14 4 CVE-2021-24692  

wire -- wire 

Wire-ios is a messaging application using the wire protocol on apple's ios platform. 

In versions prior to 3.95 malformed resource identifiers may render the iOS Wire 

Client completely unusable by causing it to repeatedly crash on launch. These 

malformed resource identifiers can be generated and sent between Wire users. 

The root cause lies in [wireapp/wire-ios-

transport](https://github.com/wireapp/wire-ios-transport), where code 

responsible for removing sensible tokens before logging may fail and lead to a 

crash (Swift exception) of the application. This causes undesirable behavior, 

however the (greater) Wire system is still functional. Users are advised to upgrade 

as soon as possible. There are no known workarounds for this issue. 

2022-03-11 4 

CVE-2022-23625 

 

  

wki -- 

idpay_for_contact

_form_7 

The IDPay for Contact Form 7 WordPress plugin through 2.1.2 does not sanitise and 

escape the idpay_error parameter before outputting it back in the page leading to 

a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting 

2022-03-14 4.3  CVE-2021-24996  

woocommerce -- 

persian-

woocommerce 

The Persian Woocommerce WordPress plugin through 5.8.0 does not escape the s 

parameter before outputting it back in an attribute in the admin dashboard, which 

could lead to a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting issue 

2022-03-14 4.3  CVE-2021-24940  

yokogawa -- 

centum_cs_3000_f

irmware 

'Root Service' service implemented in the following Yokogawa Electric products 

creates some named pipe with improper ACL uration. CENTUM CS 3000 versions 

from R3.08.10 to R3.09.00, CENTUM VP versions from R4.01.00 to R4.03.00, from 

R5.01.00 to R5.04.20, and from R6.01.00 to R6.08.00, Exaopc versions from 

R3.72.00 to R3.79.00. 

2022-03-11 6.9  CVE-2022-22148  

yokogawa -- 

centum_cs_3000_f

irmware 

CAMS for HIS Log Server contained in the following Yokogawa Electric products 

fails to properly neutralize log outputs: CENTUM CS 3000 versions from R3.08.10 to 

R3.09.00, CENTUM VP versions from R4.01.00 to R4.03.00, from R5.01.00 to 

R5.04.20, and from R6.01.00 to R6.08.00, and Exaopc versions from R3.72.00 to 

R3.79.00. 

2022-03-11 4.9  CVE-2022-22151  

yokogawa -- 

centum_cs_3000_f

irmware 

CAMS for HIS Log Server contained in the following Yokogawa Electric products is 

vulnerable to uncontrolled resource consumption. CENTUM CS 3000 versions from 

R3.08.10 to R3.09.00, CENTUM VP versions from R4.01.00 to R4.03.00, from 

R5.01.00 to R5.04.20, from R6.01.00 to R6.08.00, Exaopc versions from R3.72.00 to 

R3.79.00. 

2022-03-11 4.9  CVE-2022-22145  

yokogawa -- 

centum_cs_3000_f

irmware 

There is a path traversal vulnerability in CAMS for HIS Log Server contained in the 

following Yokogawa Electric products: CENTUM CS 3000 versions from R3.08.10 to 

R3.09.00, CENTUM VP versions from R4.01.00 to R4.03.00, from R5.01.00 to 

R5.04.20, andfrom R6.01.00 to R6.08.00, Exaopc versions from R3.72.00 to 

R3.79.00. 

2022-03-11 4.9  CVE-2022-21177  

yokogawa -- 

centum_cs_3000_f

irmware 

CAMS for HIS Server contained in the following Yokogawa Electric products 

improperly authenticate the receiving packets. The authentication may be 

bypassed via some crafted packets: CENTUM CS 3000 versions from R3.08.10 to 

R3.09.00, CENTUM VP versions from R4.01.00 to R4.03.00, from R5.01.00 to 

R5.04.20, and from R6.01.00 to R6.08.00, and Exaopc versions from R3.72.00 to 

R3.79.00. 

2022-03-11 6 CVE-2022-22729  

yokogawa -- 

centum_cs_3000_f

irmware 

Path traversal vulnerability exists in CAMS for HIS Server contained in the following 

Yokogawa Electric products: CENTUM CS 3000 versions from R3.08.10 to R3.09.00, 

CENTUM VP versions from R4.01.00 to R4.03.00, from R5.01.00 to R5.04.20, and 

from R6.01.00 to R6.08.00, Exaopc versions from R3.72.00 to R3.79.00. 

2022-03-11 6 CVE-2022-21808  
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CVSS 
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Source & Patch 
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yokogawa -- 

centum_cs_3000_f

irmware 

'Long-term Data Archive Package' service implemented in the following Yokogawa 

Electric products creates some named pipe with imporper ACL uration. CENTUM CS 

3000 versions from R3.08.10 to R3.09.00, CENTUM VP versions from R4.01.00 to 

R4.03.00, from R5.01.00 to R5.04.20, and from R6.01.00 to R6.08.00, Exaopc 

versions from R3.72.00 to R3.79.00. 

2022-03-11 4.4  CVE-2022-22141  

yokogawa -- 

centum_vp_firmw

are 

The following Yokogawa Electric products do not change the passwords of the 

internal Windows accounts from the initial uration: CENTUM VP versions from 

R5.01.00 to R5.04.20 and versions from R6.01.00 to R6.08.0, Exaopc versions from 

R3.72.00 to R3.79.00. 

2022-03-11 6.8  CVE-2022-21194  

abcm2ps_project -

- abcm2ps 

abcm2ps v8.14.11 was discovered to contain an out-of-bounds read in the function 

calculate_beam at draw.c. 
2022-03-10 4.3  

CVE-2021-32434 

  

abcm2ps_project -

- abcm2ps 

An out-of-bounds read in the function write_title() in subs.c of abcm2ps v8.14.11 

allows remote attackers to cause a Denial of Service (DoS) via unspecified vectors. 
2022-03-10 4.3  

CVE-2021-32436 

  

abcm2ps_project -

- abcm2ps 

Stack-based buffer overflow in the function get_key in parse.c of abcm2ps v8.14.11 

allows remote attackers to cause a Denial of Service (DoS) via unspecified vectors. 
2022-03-10 4.3  

CVE-2021-32435 

  

adrotate_project -- 

adrotate 

The AdRotate WordPress plugin before 5.8.22 does not sanitise and escape the 

adrotate_action before using it in a SQL statement via the adrotate_request_action 

function available to admins, leading to a SQL injection 

2022-03-07 6.5  CVE-2022-0267  

alfresco -- alfresco 

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability exists in Alfresco Alfresco Community Edition 

v5.2.0 via the action parameter in the alfresco/s/admidmin-nodebrowser API. 

Fixed in v6.2 

2022-03-04 4.3  

CVE-2020-18327 

  

apache -- any23 

An XML external entity (XXE) injection vulnerability was discovered in the Any23 

RDFa XSLTStylesheet extractor and is known to affect Any23 versions < 2.7. XML 

external entity injection (also known as XXE) is a web security vulnerability that 

allows an attacker to interfere with an application's processing of XML data. It 

often allows an attacker to view files on the application server filesystem, and to 

interact with any back-end or external systems that the application itself can 

access. This issue is fixed in Apache Any23 2.7. 

2022-03-05 6.4  

CVE-2022-25312 

 

MLIST 

archivy_project -- 

archivy 
Open Redirect in GitHub repository archivy/archivy prior to 1.7.0. 2022-03-06 5.8  

CVE-2022-0697 

  

ayecode -- userswp 

The UsersWP WordPress plugin before 1.2.3.1 is missing access controls when 

updating a user avatar, and does not make sure file names for user avatars are 

unique, allowing a logged in user to overwrite another users avatar. 

2022-03-07 4 CVE-2022-0442  

catchplugins -- 

catch_themes_de

mo_import 

The Catch Themes Demo Import WordPress plugin before 2.1.1 does not validate 

one of the file to be imported, which could allow high privivilege admin to upload 

an arbitrary PHP file and gain RCE even in the case of an hardened blog (ie 

DISALLOW_UNFILTERED_HTML, DISALLOW_FILE_EDIT and DISALLOW_FILE_MODS 

constants set to true) 

2022-03-07 6.5  CVE-2022-0440  

cerber -- 

wp_cerber_securit

y\,_anti-

spam_\&_malware

_scan 

The WP Cerber Security, Anti-spam & Malware Scan WordPress plugin before 8.9.6 

does not sanitise the $url variable before using it in an attribute in the Activity tab 

in the plugins dashboard, leading to an unauthenticated stored Cross-Site Scripting 

vulnerability. 

2022-03-07 4.3  CVE-2022-0429  

correosexpress_pr

oject -- 

correosexpress 

The CorreosExpress WordPress plugin through 2.6.0 generates log files which are 

publicly accessible, and contain sensitive information such as sender/receiver 

names, phone numbers, physical and email addresses 

2022-03-07 5 CVE-2021-25009  

custom_content_s

hortcode_project -

- 

The Custom Content Shortcode WordPress plugin before 4.0.2 does not validate 

the data passed to its load shortcode, which could allow Contributor+ (v < 4.0.1) or 

Admin+ (v < 4.0.2) users to display arbitrary files from the filesystem (such as logs, 

.htaccess etc), as well as perform Local File Inclusion attacks as PHP files will be 

2022-03-07 4 CVE-2021-24825  
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custom_content_s

hortcode 

executed. Please note that such attack is still possible by admin+ in single site blogs 

by default (but won't be when either the unfiltered_html or file_edit is disallowed) 

custom_content_s

hortcode_project -

- 

custom_content_s

hortcode 

The [field] shortcode included with the Custom Content Shortcode WordPress 

plugin before 4.0.1, allows authenticated users with a role as low as contributor, to 

access arbitrary post metadata. This could lead to sensitive data disclosure, for 

example when used in combination with WooCommerce, the email address of 

orders can be retrieved 

2022-03-07 4 CVE-2021-24824  

devowl -- 

wordpress_real_co

okie_banner 

The WordPress Real Cookie Banner: GDPR (DSGVO) & ePrivacy Cookie Consent 

WordPress plugin before 2.14.2 does not have CSRF checks in place when resetting 

its settings, allowing attackers to make a logged in admin reset them via a CSRF 

attack 

2022-03-07 4.3  CVE-2022-0445  

dlink -- dir-

x1860_firmware 

An information disclosure in web interface in D-Link DIR-X1860 before 1.03 RevA1 

allows a remote unauthenticated attacker to send a specially crafted HTTP request 

and gain knowledge of different absolute paths that are being used by the web 

application. 

2022-03-04 5 

CVE-2021-46353 

  

ericsson -- 

network_manager 

Ericsson Network Manager (ENM) before 21.2 has incorrect access-control 

behavior (that only affects the level of access available to persons who were 

already granted a highly privileged role). Users in the same AMOS authorization 

group can retrieve managed-network that was not set to be accessible to the 

entire group (i.e., was only set to be accessible to a subset of that group). 

2022-03-10 4 

CVE-2021-28488 

 

  

espruino -- 

espruino 

Espruino 2v11 release was discovered to contain a stack buffer overflow via 

src/jsvar.c in jsvGetNextSibling. 
2022-03-05 6.8  CVE-2022-25465  

espruino -- 

espruino 

Espruino 2v11.251 was discovered to contain a stack buffer overflow via src/jsvar.c 

in jsvNewFromString. 
2022-03-05 6.8  

CVE-2022-25044 

  

f-secure -- safe 

A vulnerability affecting F-Secure SAFE browser was discovered whereby browsers 

loads images automatically this vulnerability can be exploited remotely by an 

attacker to execute the JavaScript can be used to trigger universal cross-site 

scripting through the browser. User interaction is required prior to exploitation, 

such as entering a malicious website to trigger the vulnerability. 

2022-03-06 4.3  CVE-2021-44748  

f-secure -- safe 

A vulnerability affecting F-Secure SAFE browser protection was discovered 

improper URL handling can be triggered to cause universal cross-site scripting 

through browsing protection in a SAFE web browser. User interaction is required 

prior to exploitation. A successful exploitation may lead to arbitrary code 

execution. 

2022-03-06 4.3  CVE-2021-44749  

fatcatapps -- 

easy_pricing_table

s 

The Pricing Tables WordPress Plugin WordPress plugin before 3.1.3 does not verify 

the CSRF nonce when removing posts, allowing attackers to make a logged in 

admin remove arbitrary posts from the blog via a CSRF attack, which will be put in 

the trash 

2022-03-07 4.3  CVE-2021-25098  

framasoft -- 

peertube 

Insecure Storage of Sensitive Information in GitHub repository 

chocobozzz/peertube prior to 4.1.1. 
2022-03-09 4 

CVE-2022-0881 

  

golang -- go 
regexp.Compile in Go before 1.16.15 and 1.17.x before 1.17.8 allows stack 

exhaustion via a deeply nested expression. 
2022-03-05 5 CVE-2022-24921  

google -- android 
When the device is in factory state, it can be access the shell without adb 

authentication process. The LG ID is LVE-SMP-210010. 
2022-03-04 6.9  CVE-2022-23729  

hcltech -- 

bigfix_compliance 

"TLS-RSA cipher suites are not disabled in BigFix Compliance up to v2.0.5. If TLS 2.0 

and secure ciphers are not enabled then an attacker can passively record traffic 

and later decrypt it." 

2022-03-04 4.3  CVE-2021-27756  
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hcltech -- 

bigfix_insights 

" Insecure password storage issue.The application stores sensitive information in 

cleartext within a resource that might be accessible to another control 

sphere.Since the information is stored in cleartext, attackers could potentially read 

it and gain access to sensitive information." 

2022-03-04 5 CVE-2021-27757  

hestiacp -- 

control_panel 

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) - Generic in GitHub repository hestiacp/hestiacp prior to 

1.5.9. 
2022-03-04 4.3  

CVE-2022-0752 

  

hestiacp -- 

control_panel 

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) - Reflected in GitHub repository hestiacp/hestiacp prior to 

1.5.10. 
2022-03-04 4.3  

CVE-2022-0838 

  

hotscot -- 

contact_form 

The view submission functionality in the Hotscot Contact Form WordPress plugin 

before 1.3 makes a get request with the sub_id parameter which not sanitised, 

escaped or validated before inserting to a SQL statement, leading to an SQL 

injection. 

2022-03-07 6.5  CVE-2021-24777  

icegram -- 

email_subscribers_

\&_newsletters 

The Email Subscribers & Newsletters WordPress plugin before 5.3.2 does not 

correctly escape the `order` and `orderby` parameters to the 

`ajax_fetch_report_list` action, making it vulnerable to blind SQL injection attacks 

by users with roles as low as Subscriber. Further, it does not have any CSRF 

protection in place for the action, allowing an attacker to trick any logged in user to 

perform the action by clicking a link. 

2022-03-07 6.5  CVE-2022-0439  

intelliants -- 

subrion_cms 

Multilple Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability exists in Intelliants Subrion CMS 

v4.2.1 in the uration panel. 
2022-03-04 4.3  

CVE-2020-18325 

 

  

intelliants -- 

subrion_cms 

Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF) vulnerability exists in Intelliants Subrion CMS 

v4.2.1 via the Members administrator function, which could let a remote 

unauthenticated malicious user send an authorised request to victim and 

successfully create an arbitrary administrator user. 

2022-03-04 6.8  

CVE-2020-18326 

 

  

intelliants -- 

subrion_cms 

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability exists in Subrion CMS 4.2.1 via the q 

parameter in the Kickstart template. 
2022-03-04 4.3  

CVE-2020-18324 

 

  

libming -- ming 

Ming 0.4.8 has an out-of-bounds read vulnerability in the function decompileIF() in 

the decompile.c file that causes a direct segmentation fault and leads to denial of 

service. 

2022-03-10 4.3  

CVE-2021-34341 

  

libming -- ming 
Ming 0.4.8 has an out-of-bounds read vulnerability in the function newVar_N() in 

decompile.c which causes a huge information leak. 
2022-03-10 4.3  

CVE-2021-34342 

  

libming -- ming 

Ming 0.4.8 has an out-of-bounds buffer access issue in the function 

decompileINCR_DECR() in decompiler.c file that causes a direct segmentation fault 

and leads to denial of service. 

2022-03-10 4.3  

CVE-2021-34340 

  

libming -- ming 

Ming 0.4.8 has an out-of-bounds buffer access issue in the function getString() in 

decompiler.c file that causes a direct segmentation fault and leads to denial of 

service. 

2022-03-10 4.3  

CVE-2021-34339 

  

libming -- ming 

Ming 0.4.8 has an out-of-bounds buffer overwrite issue in the function getName() 

in decompiler.c file that causes a direct segmentation fault and leads to denial of 

service. 

2022-03-10 4.3  

CVE-2021-34338 

  

libsixel_project -- 

libsixel 

saitoha libsixel v1.8.6 was discovered to contain a double free via the component 

sixel_chunk_destroy at /root/libsixel/src/chunk.c. 
2022-03-10 6.8  CVE-2020-36123  

linux -- 

linux_kernel 

st21nfca_connectivity_event_received in drivers/nfc/st21nfca/se.c in the Linux 

kernel through 5.16.12 has EVT_TRANSACTION buffer overflows because of 

untrusted length parameters. 

2022-03-06 4.6  CVE-2022-26490  

linux -- 

linux_kernel 

A flaw was found in the Linux kernel. A denial of service problem is identified if an 

extent tree is corrupted in a crafted ext4 filesystem in fs/ext4/extents.c in 

ext4_es_cache_extent. Fabricating an integer overflow, A local attacker with a 

2022-03-04 4.9  

CVE-2021-3428 
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special user privilege may cause a system crash problem which can lead to an 

availability threat. 

marktext -- 

marktext 

Mark Text v0.16.3 was discovered to contain a DOM-based cross-site scripting 

(XSS) vulnerability which allows attackers to perform remote code execution (RCE) 

via injecting a crafted payload into /lib/contentState/pasteCtrl.js. 

2022-03-05 6.8  

CVE-2022-25069 

  

mendix -- 

forgot_password 

A vulnerability has been identified in Mendix Forgot Password Appstore module 

(All versions >= V3.3.0 < V3.5.1). In certain urations of the affected product, a 

threat actor could use the sign up flow to hijack arbitrary user accounts. 

2022-03-08 6.8  CVE-2022-26313  

mendix -- mendix 

A vulnerability has been identified in Mendix Applications using Mendix 7 (All 

versions < V7.23.29). When returning the result of a completed Microflow 

execution call the affected framework does not correctly verify, if the request was 

initially made by the user requesting the result. Together with predictable 

identifiers for Microflow execution calls, this could allow a malicious attacker to 

retrieve information about arbitrary Microflow execution calls made by users 

within the affected system. 

2022-03-08 4 CVE-2022-26317  

mendix -- mendix 

A vulnerability has been identified in Mendix Applications using Mendix 7 (All 

versions < V7.23.29), Mendix Applications using Mendix 8 (All versions < V8.18.16), 

Mendix Applications using Mendix 9 (All versions). If an entity has an association 

readable by the user, then in some cases, Mendix Runtime may not apply checks 

for XPath constraints that parse said associations, within apps running on affected 

versions. A malicious user could use this to dump and manipulate sensitive data. 

2022-03-08 5.5  CVE-2022-24309  

metagauss -- 

registrationmagic 

The RegistrationMagic WordPress plugin before 5.0.2.2 does not sanitise and 

escape the rm_form_id parameter before using it in a SQL statement in the 

Automation admin dashboard, allowing high privilege users to perform SQL 

injection attacks 

2022-03-07 6.5  

CVE-2022-0420 

  

metaphorcreations 

-- ditty 

The Ditty (formerly Ditty News Ticker) WordPress plugin before 3.0.15 is affected 

by a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability. 
2022-03-07 4.3  

CVE-2022-0533 

  

mi -- 

ax6000_firmware 

Information Leak Vulnerability exists in the Xiaomi Router AX6000. The 

vulnerability is caused by incorrect routing uration. Attackers can exploit this 

vulnerability to download part of the files in Xiaomi Router AX6000. 

2022-03-10 5 CVE-2020-14112  

microweber -- 

microweber 

Improper Neutralization of Special Elements Used in a Template Engine in GitHub 

repository microweber/microweber prior to 1.3. 
2022-03-09 6.8  

CVE-2022-0896 

  

mini-inventory-

and-sales-

management-

system_project -- 

mini-inventory-

and-sales-

management-

system 

Mini-Inventory-and-Sales-Management-System is affected by Cross Site Request 

Forgery (CSRF), where an attacker can update/delete items in the inventory. The 

attacker must be logged into the application create a malicious file for updating the 

inventory details and items. 

2022-03-04 4.3  

CVE-2021-44321 

  

mybb -- mybb 

MyBB is a free and open source forum software. In affected versions the Admin 

CP's Settings management module does not validate setting types correctly on 

insertion and update, making it possible to add settings of supported type `php` 

with PHP code, executed on on _Change Settings_ pages. This results in a Remote 

Code Execution (RCE) vulnerability. The vulnerable module requires Admin CP 

access with the `Can manage settings?` permission. MyBB's Settings module, which 

allows administrators to add, edit, and delete non-default settings, stores setting 

data in an options code string ($options_code; mybb_settings.optionscode 

database column) that identifies the setting type and its options, separated by a 

new line character (\n). In MyBB 1.2.0, support for setting type php was added, for 

which the remaining part of the options code is PHP code executed on Change 

2022-03-09 6.5  

CVE-2022-24734 
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Settings pages (reserved for plugins and internal use). MyBB 1.8.30 resolves this 

issue. There are no known workarounds. 

netapp -- 

storagegrid 

StorageGRID (formerly StorageGRID Webscale) versions prior to 11.6.0 are 

susceptible to a vulnerability which when successfully exploited could allow 

disabled, expired, or locked external user accounts to access S3 data to which they 

previously had access. StorageGRID 11.6.0 obtains the user account status from 

Active Directory or Azure and will block S3 access for disabled user accounts during 

the subsequent background synchronization. User accounts that are expired or 

locked for Active Directory or Azure, or user accounts that are disabled, expired, or 

locked in identity sources other than Active Directory or Azure must be manually 

removed from group memberships or have their S3 keys manually removed from 

Tenant Manager in all versions of StorageGRID (formerly StorageGRID Webscale). 

2022-03-04 4 CVE-2022-23232  

netapp -- 

storagegrid 

StorageGRID (formerly StorageGRID Webscale) versions prior to 11.6.0 are 

susceptible to a vulnerability which when successfully exploited could lead to 

Denial of Service (DoS) of the Local Distribution Router (LDR) service. 

2022-03-04 5 CVE-2022-23233  

netgear -- 

wac120_ac_firmw

are 

Unauthenticated cross-site scripting (XSS) in Netgear WAC120 AC Access Point may 

lead to mulitple attacks like session hijacking even clipboard hijacking. 
2022-03-04 4.3  

CVE-2021-46382 

  

obtaininfotech -- 

multisite_content_

copier\/updater 

The WordPress Multisite Content Copier/Updater WordPress plugin before 2.1.0 

does not sanitise and escape the wmcc_content_type, wmcc_source_blog and 

wmcc_record_per_page parameters before outputting them back in attributes, 

leading to Reflected Cross-Site Scripting issues 

2022-03-07 4.3  CVE-2021-25039  

obtaininfotech -- 

multisite_user_syn

c\/unsync 

The WordPress Multisite User Sync/Unsync WordPress plugin before 2.1.2 does 

not sanitise and escape the wmus_source_blog and wmus_record_per_page 

parameters before outputting them back in attributes, leading to Reflected Cross-

Site Scripting issues 

2022-03-07 4.3  CVE-2021-25038  

openexr -- openexr 

A flaw found in function dataWindowForTile() of IlmImf/ImfTiled.cpp. An attacker 

who is able to submit a crafted file to be processed by OpenEXR could trigger an 

integer overflow, leading to an out-of-bounds write on the heap. The greatest 

impact of this flaw is to application availability, with some potential impact to data 

integrity as well. 

2022-03-04 5.8  

CVE-2021-20303 

 

  

paloaltonetworks -

- pan-os 

Usage of a weak cryptographic algorithm in Palo Alto Networks PAN-OS software 

where the password hashes of administrator and local user accounts are not 

created with a sufficient level of computational effort, which allows for password 

cracking attacks on accounts in normal (non-FIPS-CC) operational mode. An 

attacker must have access to the account password hashes to take advantage of 

this weakness and can acquire those hashes if they are able to gain access to the 

PAN-OS software uration. Fixed versions of PAN-OS software use a secure 

cryptographic algorithm for account password hashes. This issue does not impact 

Prisma Access firewalls. This issue impacts: PAN-OS 8.1 versions earlier than PAN-

OS 8.1.21; All versions of PAN-OS 9.0; PAN-OS 9.1 versions earlier than PAN-OS 

9.1.11; PAN-OS 10.0 versions earlier than PAN-OS 10.0.7. 

2022-03-09 4.6  CVE-2022-0022  

phpmyadmin -- 

phpmyadmin 

PhpMyAdmin 5.1.1 and before allows an attacker to retrieve potentially sensitive 

information by creating invalid requests. This affects the lang parameter, the 

pma_parameter, and the cookie section. 

2022-03-10 5 

CVE-2022-0813 

  

plugins-market -- 

wp_visitor_statisti

cs 

The WP Visitor Statistics (Real Time Traffic) WordPress plugin before 5.6 does not 

sanitise and escape the id parameter before using it in a SQL statement via the 

refUrlDetails AJAX action, available to any authenticated user, leading to a SQL 

injection 

2022-03-07 6.5  CVE-2022-0410  

radare -- radare2 
Use After Free in r_reg_get_name_idx in GitHub repository radareorg/radare2 

prior to 5.6.6. 
2022-03-05 4.3  

CVE-2022-0849 
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readdle -- spark 

Apache Spark supports end-to-end encryption of RPC connections via 

"spark.authenticate" and "spark.network.crypto.enabled". In versions 3.1.2 and 

earlier, it uses a bespoke mutual authentication protocol that allows for full 

encryption key recovery. After an initial interactive attack, this would allow 

someone to decrypt plaintext traffic offline. Note that this does not affect security 

mechanisms controlled by "spark.authenticate.enableSaslEncryption", 

"spark.io.encryption.enabled", "spark.ssl", "spark.ui.strictTransportSecurity". 

Update to Apache Spark 3.1.3 or later 

2022-03-10 5 CVE-2021-38296  

readymedia_proje

ct -- readymedia 

A DNS rebinding issue in ReadyMedia (formerly MiniDLNA) before 1.3.1 allows a 

remote web server to exfiltrate media files. 
2022-03-06 4.3  

CVE-2022-26505 

 

 

MLIST 

redhat -- coreos-

installer 

An improper signature verification vulnerability was found in coreos-installer. A 

specially crafted gzip installation image can bypass the image signature verification 

and as a consequence can lead to the installation of unsigned content. An attacker 

able to modify the original installation image can write arbitrary data, and achieve 

full access to the node being installed. 

2022-03-04 6.8  

CVE-2021-20319 

 

  

rednao -- 

smart_forms 

The Smart Forms WordPress plugin before 2.6.71 does not have authorisation in its 

rednao_smart_forms_entries_list AJAX action, allowing any authenticated users, 

such as subscriber, to download arbitrary form's data, which could include 

sensitive information such as PII depending on the form. 

2022-03-07 4 CVE-2022-0163  

salesagility -- 

suitecrm 
Improper Access Control in GitHub repository salesagility/suitecrm prior to 7.12.5. 2022-03-07 4 

CVE-2022-0755 

  

salesagility -- 

suitecrm 
SQL Injection in GitHub repository salesagility/suitecrm prior to 7.12.5. 2022-03-07 4 

CVE-2022-0754 

  

salesagility -- 

suitecrm 
Improper Authorization in GitHub repository salesagility/suitecrm prior to 7.12.5. 2022-03-07 4 

CVE-2022-0756 

  

schneider-electric -

- 

ecostruxure_contr

ol_expert 

A CWE-754: Improper Check for Unusual or Exceptional Conditions vulnerability 

exists that could cause a disruption of communication between the Modicon 

controller and the engineering software, when an attacker is able to intercept and 

manipulate specific Modbus response data. Affected Product: EcoStruxure Process 

Expert (V2021 and prior), EcoStruxure Control Expert (V15.0 SP1 and prior) 

2022-03-09 4.3  CVE-2022-24323  

schneider-electric -

- 

ecostruxure_contr

ol_expert 

A CWE-119: Improper Restriction of Operations within the Bounds of a Memory 

Buffer vulnerability exists that could cause a disruption of communication between 

the Modicon controller and the engineering software when an attacker is able to 

intercept and manipulate specific Modbus response data. Affected Product: 

EcoStruxure Control Expert (V15.0 SP1 and prior) 

2022-03-09 4.3  CVE-2022-24322  

schneider-electric -

- ritto_wiser_door 

A CWE-200: Information Exposure vulnerability exists which could allow a session 

hijack when the door panel is communicating with the door. Affected Product: 

Ritto Wiser Door (All versions) 

2022-03-09 4.8  CVE-2021-22783  

servmask -- one-

stop_wp_migratio

n 

The All-in-One WP Migration WordPress plugin before 7.41 does not validate 

uploaded files' extension, which allows administrators to upload PHP files on their 

site, even on multisite installations. 

2022-03-07 6.5  

CVE-2021-24216 

  

siemens -- 

climatix_pol909_fir

mware 

A vulnerability has been identified in Climatix POL909 (AWB module) (All versions < 

V11.44), Climatix POL909 (AWM module) (All versions < V11.36). The Group 

Management page of affected devices is vulnerable to cross-site scripting (XSS). 

The vulnerability allows an attacker to send malicious JavaScript code which could 

result in hijacking of the user's cookie/session tokens, redirecting the user to a 

malicious webpage and performing unintended browser action. 

2022-03-08 4.3  CVE-2021-41541  
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siemens -- 

climatix_pol909_fir

mware 

A vulnerability has been identified in Climatix POL909 (AWB module) (All versions < 

V11.44), Climatix POL909 (AWM module) (All versions < V11.36). The User 

Management page of affected devices is vulnerable to cross-site scripting (XSS). 

The vulnerability allows an attacker to send malicious JavaScript code which could 

result in hijacking of the user's cookie/session tokens, redirecting the user to a 

malicious webpage and performing unintended browser action. 

2022-03-08 4.3  CVE-2021-41542  

siemens -- 

climatix_pol909_fir

mware 

A vulnerability has been identified in Climatix POL909 (AWB module) (All versions < 

V11.44), Climatix POL909 (AWM module) (All versions < V11.36). The handling of 

log files in the web application of affected devices contains an information 

disclosure vulnerability which could allow logged in users to access sensitive files. 

2022-03-08 4 CVE-2021-41543  

siemens -- 

polarion_subversio

n_webclient 

A vulnerability has been identified in Polarion Subversion Webclient (V21 R1). A 

cross-site scripting is present due to improper neutralization of data sent to the 

web page through the SVN WebClient in the affected product. An attacker could 

exploit this to execute arbitrary code and extract sensitive information by sending 

a specially crafted link to users with administrator privileges. 

2022-03-08 4.3  CVE-2021-44478  

siemens -- 

ruggedcom_ros 

A vulnerability has been identified in RUGGEDCOM ROS M2100 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS M2200 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS M969 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC20 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC30 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC40 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC41 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC8388 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RP110 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS400 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS401 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416v2 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000A (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000H 

(All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000T (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900 

(32M) (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900G (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS900G (32M) (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900GP (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900W (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910L (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS920L (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RS920W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS930L (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RS930W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS940G (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RS969 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100 (32M) (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100P (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2200 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2288 

(All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2300 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RSG2300P (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2488 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM 

ROS RSG907R (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG908C (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG909R (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG910C (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG920P (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSL910 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228P 

(All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST916C (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RST916P (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i800 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

i801 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i802 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i803 

(All versions). Unencrypted storage of passwords in the client uration files and 

during network transmission could allow an attacker in a privileged position to 

obtain access passwords. 

2022-03-08 4 CVE-2021-37209  

siemens -- 

ruggedcom_ros 

A vulnerability has been identified in RUGGEDCOM ROS M2100 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS M2200 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS M969 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC20 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC30 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC40 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC41 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC8388 (All versions 

< V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RP110 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS400 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS401 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416v2 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS8000 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000A (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

2022-03-08 5 CVE-2021-42016  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-41542&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-41542
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-41543&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-41543
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-44478&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-44478
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-37209&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-37209
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-42016&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-42016
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RS8000H (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000T (All versions), RUGGEDCOM 

ROS RS900 (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900G (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900G (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS900GP (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS900W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS910L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS920L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS920W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS930L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS930W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS940G (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS969 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RSG2100 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100 (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100P (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2200 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2288 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RSG2300 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2300P (All versions < 

V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2488 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RSG907R (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG908C (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG909R (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG910C (All 

versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG920P (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSL910 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228 (All 

versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228P (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RST916C (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST916P (All 

versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS i800 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i801 

(All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i802 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i803 (All 

versions). A timing attack, in a third-party component, could make the retrieval of 

the private key possible, used for encryption of sensitive data. If a threat actor 

were to exploit this, the data integrity and security could be compromised. 

siemens -- 

ruggedcom_ros 

A vulnerability has been identified in RUGGEDCOM ROS M2100 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS M2200 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS M969 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC20 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC30 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC40 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC41 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC8388 (All versions 

< V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RP110 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS400 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS401 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416v2 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS8000 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000A (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS8000H (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000T (All versions), RUGGEDCOM 

ROS RS900 (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900G (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900G (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS900GP (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS900W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS910L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS920L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS920W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS930L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS930W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS940G (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS969 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RSG2100 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100 (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100P (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2200 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2288 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RSG2300 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2300P (All versions < 

V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2488 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RSG907R (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG908C (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG909R (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG910C (All 

versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG920P (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSL910 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228 (All 

versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228P (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RST916C (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST916P (All 

versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS i800 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i801 

(All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i802 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i803 (All 

versions). A new variant of the POODLE attack has left a third-party component 

vulnerable due to the implementation flaws of the CBC encryption mode in TLS 1.0 

2022-03-08 4.3  CVE-2021-42017  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-42017&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-42017
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to 1.2. If an attacker were to exploit this, they could act as a man-in-the-middle and 

eavesdrop on encrypted communications. 

siemens -- 

ruggedcom_ros 

A vulnerability has been identified in RUGGEDCOM ROS M2100 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS M2200 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS M969 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC20 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC30 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC40 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC41 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC8388 (All versions 

< V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RP110 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS400 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS401 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416v2 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS8000 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000A (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS8000H (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000T (All versions), RUGGEDCOM 

ROS RS900 (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900G (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900G (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS900GP (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS900W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS910L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS920L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS920W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS930L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS930W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS940G (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS969 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RSG2100 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100 (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100P (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2200 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2288 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RSG2300 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2300P (All versions < 

V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2488 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RSG907R (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG908C (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG909R (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG910C (All 

versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG920P (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSL910 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228 (All 

versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228P (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RST916C (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST916P (All 

versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS i800 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i801 

(All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i802 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i803 (All 

versions). The third-party component, in its TFTP functionality fails to check for null 

terminations in file names. If an attacker were to exploit this, it could result in data 

corruption, and possibly a hard-fault of the application. 

2022-03-08 5 CVE-2021-42020  

siemens -- 

simcenter_star-

ccm\+_viewer 

A vulnerability has been identified in Simcenter STAR-CCM+ Viewer (All versions < 

V2022.1). The starview+.exe contains a memory corruption vulnerability while 

parsing specially crafted .SCE files. This could allow an attacker to execute code in 

the context of the current process. 

2022-03-08 6.8  CVE-2022-24661  

siemens -- 

sinec_network_ma

nagement_syste 

A vulnerability has been identified in SINEC NMS (All versions). A privileged 

authenticated attacker could execute arbitrary commands in the local database by 

sending specially crafted requests to the webserver of the affected application. 

2022-03-08 6.5  CVE-2022-24281  

siemens -- 

sinec_network_ma

nagement_system 

A vulnerability has been identified in SINEC NMS (All versions). The affected 

software do not properly check privileges between users during the same web 

browser session, creating an unintended sphere of control. This could allow an 

authenticated low privileged user to achieve privilege escalation. 

2022-03-08 6.5  CVE-2022-25311  

siemens -- 

sinec_network_ma

nagement_system 

A vulnerability has been identified in SINEC NMS (All versions). The affected system 

allows to upload JSON objects that are deserialized to Java objects. Due to insecure 

deserialization of user-supplied content by the affected software, a privileged 

attacker could exploit this vulnerability by sending a maliciously crafted serialized 

Java object. This could allow the attacker to execute arbitrary code on the device 

with root privileges. 

2022-03-08 6.5  CVE-2022-24282  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-42020&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-42020
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-24661&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-24661
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-24281&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-24281
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-25311&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-25311
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-24282&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-24282
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spirit-project -- 

spirit 
Multiple Open Redirect in GitHub repository nitely/spirit prior to 0.12.3. 2022-03-06 5.8  

CVE-2022-0869 

  

stripe -- stripe_cli 

Stripe CLI is a command-line tool for the Stripe eCommerce platform. A 

vulnerability in Stripe CLI exists on Windows when certain commands are run in a 

directory where an attacker has planted files. The commands are `stripe login`, 

`stripe  -e`, `stripe community`, and `stripe open`. MacOS and Linux are unaffected. 

An attacker who successfully exploits the vulnerability can run arbitrary code in the 

context of the current user. The update addresses the vulnerability by throwing an 

error in these situations before the code can run.Users are advised to upgrade to 

version 1.7.13. There are no known workarounds for this issue. 

2022-03-09 4.4  

CVE-2022-24753 

  

tatvic -- 

conversios.io 

The Conversios.io WordPress plugin before 4.6.2 does not sanitise, validate and 

escape the sync_progressive_data parameter for the 

tvcajax_product_sync_bantch_wise AJAX action before using it in a SQL statement, 

allowing any authenticated user to perform SQL injection attacks. 

2022-03-07 6.5  CVE-2021-24952  

tinywebgallery -- 

advanced_iframe 

The Advanced iFrame WordPress plugin before 2022 does not sanitise and escape 

the ai__id parameter before outputting it back in an admin page, leading to a 

Reflected Cross-Site Scripting issue 

2022-03-07 4.3  CVE-2021-24953  

uclouvain -- 

openjpeg 

A heap-based buffer overflow was found in openjpeg in color.c:379:42 in 

sycc420_to_rgb when decompressing a crafted .j2k file. An attacker could use this 

to execute arbitrary code with the permissions of the application compiled against 

openjpeg. 

2022-03-04 6.8  

CVE-2021-3575 

 

  

uri.js_project -- 

uri.js 
Open Redirect in GitHub repository medialize/uri.js prior to 1.19.10. 2022-03-06 5.8  

CVE-2022-0868 

  

veritas -- 

infoscale_operatio

ns_manager 

An issue was discovered in Veritas InfoScale Operations Manager (VIOM) before 

7.4.2 Patch 600 and 8.x before 8.0.0 Patch 100. The web server fails to sanitize 

admin/cgi-bin/rulemgr.pl/getfile/ input data, allowing a remote authenticated 

administrator to read arbitrary files on the system via Directory Traversal. By 

manipulating the resource name in GET requests referring to files with absolute 

paths, it is possible to access arbitrary files stored on the filesystem, including 

application source code, uration files, and critical system files. 

2022-03-04 6.8  CVE-2022-26484  

video_conferencin

g_with_zoom_proj

ect -- 

video_conferencin

g_with_zoom 

The Video Conferencing with Zoom WordPress plugin before 3.8.17 does not have 

authorisation in its vczapi_get_wp_users AJAX action, allowing any authenticated 

users, such as subscriber to download the list of email addresses registered on the 

blog 

2022-03-07 4 

CVE-2022-0384 

  

videousermanuals 

-- white_label_cms 

The White Label CMS WordPress plugin before 2.2.9 does not sanitise and validate 

the wlcms[_login_custom_js] parameter before outputting it back in the response 

while previewing, leading to a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting issue 

2022-03-07 4.3  

CVE-2022-0422 

  

weblate -- weblate 

The package weblate from 0 and before 4.11.1 are vulnerable to Remote Code 

Execution (RCE) via argument injection when using git or mercurial repositories. 

Authenticated users, can change the behavior of the application in an unintended 

way, leading to command execution. 

2022-03-04 6.5  

CVE-2022-23915 

 

 

  

weblate -- weblate 

Weblate is a web based localization tool with tight version control integration. 

Prior to version 4.11.1, Weblate didn't properly sanitize some arguments passed to 

Git and Mercurial, allowing them to change their behavior in an unintended way. 

Instances where untrusted users cannot create new components are not affected. 

The issues were fixed in the 4.11.1 release. 

2022-03-04 6.5  

CVE-2022-24727 

 

  

wpaffiliatefeed -- 

tradetracker-store 

The test parameter of the xmlfeed in the Tradetracker-Store WordPress plugin 

before 4.6.60 is not sanitised, escaped or validated before inserting to a SQL 

statement, leading to SQL injection. 

2022-03-07 6.5  CVE-2021-24778  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-0869&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-0869
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-24753&vector=AV:L/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-24753
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-24952&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-24952
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-24953&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-24953
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-3575&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-3575
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-0868&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-0868
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-26484&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:C/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-26484
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-0384&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-0384
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-0422&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-0422
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-23915&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-23915
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-24727&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-24727
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-24778&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-24778
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wpbrigade -- 

loginpress 

The LoginPress | Custom Login Page Customizer WordPress plugin before 1.5.12 

does not escape the redirect-page parameter before outputting it back in an 

attribute, leading to a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting 

2022-03-07 4.3  CVE-2022-0347  

wpdownloadmana

ger -- 

wordpress_downlo

ad_manager 

The Download Manager WordPress plugin before 3.2.35 does not have any 

authorisation checks in some of the REST API endpoints, allowing unauthenticated 

attackers to call them, which could lead to sensitive information disclosure, such as 

posts passwords (fixed in 3.2.24) and files Master Keys (fixed in 3.2.25). 

2022-03-07 5 CVE-2021-25087  

 

 

  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-0347&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-0347
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-25087&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-25087
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docker -- 

docker_desktop 

Docker Desktop installer on Windows in versions before 4.6.0 allows an attacker to 

overwrite any administrator writable files by creating a symlink in place of where 

the installer writes its log file. Starting from version 4.6.0, the Docker Desktop 

installer, when run elevated, will write its log files to a location not writable by 

non-administrator users. 

2022-03-25 3.6  

CVE-2022-26659 

 

  

open-xchange -- 

ox_app_suite 

OX App Suite through 7.10.5 allows XSS via the class attribute of an element in an 

HTML e-mail signature. 
2022-03-28 3.5  

CVE-2021-44211 

  

student_attendanc

e_management_sy

stem_project -- 

student_attendanc

e_management_sy

stem 

A Stored Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability exists in Sourcecodester Student 

Attendance Management System 1.0 via the couse filed in index.php. 
2022-03-29 3.5  CVE-2021-45866  

codedropz -- 

drag_and_drop_m

ultiple_file_upload

_-_contact_form_7 

The Drag and Drop Multiple File Upload WordPress plugin before 1.3.6.3 allows 

SVG files to be uploaded by default via the dnd_codedropz_upload AJAX action, 

which could lead to Stored Cross-Site Scripting issue 

2022-03-28 3.5  

CVE-2022-0595 

  

shopizer -- 

shopizer 

A Stored Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability exists in Shopizer versions v2.0.2 

through v2.17.0 via the “Manage Images” tab, which allows an attacker to upload a 

SVG file containing malicious JavaScript code. 

2022-03-29 3.5  

CVE-2022-23059 

  

pearadmin -- 

pear_admin_think 

A Cross Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability exists in pearadmin pear-admin-think 

<=5.0.6, which allows a login account to access arbitrary functions and cause 

stored XSS through a fake User-Agent. 

2022-03-29 3.5  CVE-2022-23903  

open-emr -- 

openemr 

A stored cross-site scripting (XSS) issue was discovered in the OpenEMR Hospital 

Information Management System version 6.0.0. 
2022-03-25 3.5  

CVE-2022-24643 

 

  

douphp -- douphp 

A stored cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in the upload function of 

/admin/show.php allows attackers to execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML via a 

crafted image file. 

2022-03-25 3.5  

CVE-2022-25574 

  

classcms_project -- 

classcms 

A stored cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in the Column module of ClassCMS 

v2.5 and below allows attackers to execute arbitrary web scripts or HTML via a 

crafted payload injected into the Add Articles field. 

2022-03-25 3.5  CVE-2022-25582  

wp-

downloadmanager

_project -- wp-

downloadmanager 

Multiple Authenticated Stored Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities discovered 

in WP-DownloadManager WordPress plugin (versions <= 1.68.6). Vulnerable 

parameters &download_path, &download_path_url, &download_page_url, 

&download_categories. 

2022-03-25 3.5  

CVE-2022-25606 

  

press_tigers -- 

simple_event_plan

ner 

Authenticated Stored Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) in Simple Event Planner plugin <= 

1.5.4 allows attackers with contributor or higher user roles to inject the malicious 

script by using vulnerable parameter &custom[add_seg][]. 

2022-03-25 3.5  

CVE-2022-25611 

  

press_tigers -- 

simple_event_plan

ner 

Multiple Authenticated Persistent Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities in 

Simple Event Planner WordPress plugin <= 1.5.4 allows user with author or higher 

user rights inject the malicious code via vulnerable parameters: 

&custom[event_organiser], &custom[organiser_email], 

&custom[organiser_contact]. 

2022-03-25 3.5  

CVE-2022-25612 

  

joget -- joget_dx 
Joget DX 7 was discovered to contain a cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability via 

the Datalist table. 
2022-03-25 3.5  

CVE-2022-26197 

  

qemu -- qemu 
A flaw was found in the QEMU implementation of VMWare's paravirtual RDMA 

device. The issue occurs while handling a "PVRDMA_CMD_CREATE_MR" command 

due to improper memory remapping (mremap). This flaw allows a malicious guest 

2022-03-25 2.1  CVE-2021-3582  
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to crash the QEMU process on the host. The highest threat from this vulnerability is 

to system availability. 

ampforwp -- 

accelerated_mobil

e_pages 

Authenticated (admin or higher user role) Stored Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) 

vulnerability discovered in AMP for WP – Accelerated Mobile Pages WordPress 

plugin (versions <= 1.0.77.31). 

2022-03-18 3.5  

CVE-2021-23150 

  

ampforwp -- 

accelerated_mobil

e_pages 

Multiple Authenticated (admin user role) Persistent Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) 

vulnerabilities discovered in AMP for WP – Accelerated Mobile Pages WordPress 

plugin (versions <= 1.0.77.32). 

2022-03-18 3.5  

CVE-2021-23209 

  

apple -- ipados 

The GSMA authentication panel could be presented on the lock screen. The issue 

was resolved by requiring device unlock to interact with the GSMA authentication 

panel. This issue is fixed in iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4. A person with physical access 

may be able to view and modify the carrier account information and settings from 

the lock screen. 

2022-03-18 3.6  CVE-2022-22652  

apple -- ipados 

This issue was addressed with improved checks. This issue is fixed in tvOS 15.4, iOS 

15.4 and iPadOS 15.4, macOS Monterey 12.3, watchOS 8.5. A person with physical 

access to an iOS device may be able to see sensitive information via keyboard 

suggestions. 

2022-03-18 2.1  

CVE-2022-22621 

 

 

  

apple -- ipados 

An authentication issue was addressed with improved state management. This 

issue is fixed in iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4. A person with physical access to an iOS 

device may be able to access photos from the lock screen. 

2022-03-18 2.1  CVE-2022-22671  

apple -- macos 

This issue was addressed with improved checks. This issue is fixed in macOS Big Sur 

11.6.5, macOS Monterey 12.3, Security Update 2022-003 Catalina. A person with 

access to a Mac may be able to bypass Login Window. 

2022-03-18 2.1  

CVE-2022-22647 

 

  

apple -- macos 

This issue was addressed with improved checks. This issue is fixed in macOS Big Sur 

11.6.5, macOS Monterey 12.3, Security Update 2022-003 Catalina. An application 

may be able to read restricted memory. 

2022-03-18 2.1  

CVE-2022-22648 

 

  

apple -- macos 

This issue was addressed with improved checks. This issue is fixed in macOS Big Sur 

11.6.5, macOS Monterey 12.3, Security Update 2022-003 Catalina. A plug-in may 

be able to inherit the application's permissions and access user data. 

2022-03-18 2.1  

CVE-2022-22650 

 

  

apple -- macos 

An authentication issue was addressed with improved state management. This 

issue is fixed in macOS Big Sur 11.6.5, macOS Monterey 12.3, Security Update 

2022-003 Catalina. A local attacker may be able to view the previous logged in 

user’s desktop from the fast user switching screen. 

2022-03-18 2.1  

CVE-2022-22656 

 

  

bigantsoft -- 

bigant_server 

BigAnt Software BigAnt Server v5.6.06 was discovered to contain a cross-site 

scripting (XSS) vulnerability. 
2022-03-21 3.5  

CVE-2022-23350 

  

google -- 

sa360_webquery_t

o_bigquery_export

er 

A local attacker could read files from some other users' SA360 reports stored in the 

/tmp folder during staging process before the files are loaded in BigQuery. We 

recommend upgrading to version 1.0.3 or above. 

2022-03-18 2.1  

CVE-2021-22571 

  

maxfoundry -- 

maxgalleria 

Authenticated (author or higher user role) Stored Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) 

vulnerability discovered in MaxGalleria WordPress plugin (versions 6.2.5). 
2022-03-18 3.5  

CVE-2022-25603 

  

misp -- misp 

An issue was discovered in MISP before 2.4.156. A malicious site administrator 

could store an XSS payload in the custom auth name. This would be executed each 

time the administrator modifies a user. 

2022-03-18 3.5  CVE-2022-27244  

pricetable_project 

-- price_table 

Authenticated (contributor of higher user role) Stored Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) 

vulnerability discovered in WordPress Price Table plugin (versions <= 0.2.2). 
2022-03-18 3.5  

CVE-2022-25604 
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wp-

downloadmanager

_project -- wp-

downloadmanager 

Multiple Authenticated Stored Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities discovered 

in WP-DownloadManager WordPress plugin (versions <= 1.68.6). Vvulnerable 

parameters &download_path, &download_path_url, &download_page_url. 

2022-03-18 3.5  

CVE-2022-25605 

  

amd -- 

athlon_x4_940_fir

mware 

Some AMD CPUs may transiently execute beyond unconditional direct branches, 

which may potentially result in data leakage. 
2022-03-11 2.1  

CVE-2021-26341 

 

MLIST 

amd -- 

athlon_x4_940_fir

mware 

LFENCE/JMP (mitigation V2-2) may not sufficiently mitigate CVE-2017-5715 on 

some AMD CPUs. 
2022-03-11 1.9  

CVE-2021-26401 

 

MLIST 

b3log -- vditor 
Cross-site Scripting (XSS) - Stored in GitHub repository vanessa219/vditor prior to 

3.8.12. 
2022-03-14 3.5  

CVE-2022-0341 

  

bluproducts -- 

g90_firmware 

An issue was discovered in Luna Simo PPR1.180610.011/202001031830. It sends 

the following Personally Identifiable Information (PII) in plaintext using HTTP to 

servers located in China: user's list of installed apps and device International 

Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI). This PII is transmitted to log.skyroam.com.cn 

using HTTP, independent of whether the user uses the Simo software. 

2022-03-11 2.1  

CVE-2021-41849 

 

 

  

childtheme-

generator -- 

child_theme_gene

rator 

The Child Theme Generator WordPress plugin through 2.2.7 does not sanitise 

escape the parade parameter before outputting it back, leading to a Reflected 

Cross-Site Scripting in the admin dashboard 

2022-03-14 3.5 CVE-2021-24982  

html5_responsive_

faq_project -- 

html5_responsive_

faq 

The HTML5 Responsive FAQ WordPress plugin through 2.8.5 does not properly 

sanitise and escape some of its settings, which could allow a high privilege users to 

perform Cross-Site Scripting attacks even when the unfiltered_html is disallowed 

2022-03-14 3.5  CVE-2021-24995  

intel -- 

atom_c3308 

Non-transparent sharing of branch predictor within a context in some Intel(R) 

Processors may allow an authorized user to potentially enable information 

disclosure via local access. 

2022-03-11 2.1  

CVE-2022-0002 

 

MLIST 

intel -- 

atom_p5921b 

Non-transparent sharing of branch predictor selectors between contexts in some 

Intel(R) Processors may allow an authorized user to potentially enable information 

disclosure via local access. 

2022-03-11 2.1  

CVE-2022-0001 

 

MLIST 

linux -- 

linux_kernel 

An issue was discovered in the Linux kernel before 5.16.12. 

drivers/net/usb/sr9700.c allows attackers to obtain sensitive information from 

heap memory via crafted frame lengths from a device. 

2022-03-12 2.1  

CVE-2022-26966 

  

microweber -- 

microweber 

File upload filter bypass leading to stored XSS in GitHub repository 

microweber/microweber prior to 1.2.12. 
2022-03-12 3.5  

CVE-2022-0930 

  

microweber -- 

microweber 

Unrestricted Upload of File with Dangerous Type in GitHub repository 

microweber/microweber prior to 1.2.11. 
2022-03-11 3.5  

CVE-2022-0912 

  

microweber -- 

microweber 

File upload filter bypass leading to stored XSS in GitHub repository 

microweber/microweber prior to 1.2.12. 
2022-03-12 3.5  

CVE-2022-0926 

  

moodle -- moodle 

ID numbers displayed in the quiz grading report required additional sanitizing to 

prevent a stored XSS risk. Moodle 3.10 to 3.10.3, 3.9 to 3.9.6, 3.8 to 3.8.8, 3.5 to 

3.5.17 and earlier unsupported versions are affected. 

2022-03-11 3.5  CVE-2021-32475  

moodle -- moodle 

Teachers exporting a forum in CSV format could receive a CSV of forums from all 

courses in some circumstances. Moodle versions 3.10 to 3.10.3, 3.9 to 3.9.6 and 

3.8 to 3.8.8 are affected. 

2022-03-11 2.6  CVE-2021-32472  

openbsd -- 

openssh 
** DISPUTED ** An issue was discovered in OpenSSH before 8.9. If a client is using 

public-key authentication with agent forwarding but without -oLogLevel=verbose, 
2022-03-13 2.6  

CVE-2021-36368 
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and an attacker has silently modified the server to support the None 

authentication option, then the user cannot determine whether FIDO 

authentication is going to  that the user wishes to connect to that server, or that 

the user wishes to allow that server to connect to a different server on the user's 

behalf. NOTE: the vendor's position is "this is not an authentication bypass, since 

nothing is being bypassed." 

 

  

orchardcore -- 

orchardcore 

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) - Reflected in GitHub repository orchardcms/orchardcore 

prior to 1.3.0. 
2022-03-11 3.5  

CVE-2022-0822 

  

patreon -- 

patreon_wordpres

s 

The Patreon WordPress plugin before 1.8.2 does not sanitise and escape the field 

"Custom Patreon Page name", which could allow high privilege users to perform 

Cross-Site Scripting attacks even when the unfiltered_html capability is disallowed 

2022-03-14 3.5  

CVE-2021-25026 

  

ponton -- 

x\/p_messenger 

An issue was discovered in PONTON X/P Messenger before 3.11.2. Several 

functions are vulnerable to reflected XSS, as demonstrated by 

private/index.jsp?partners/ShowNonLocalPartners.do?localID= or private/index.jsp 

or private/index.jsp?database/databaseTab.jsp or 

private/index.jsp?activatioctivationMainTab.jsp or 

private/index.jsp?communication/serverTab.jsp or 

private/index.jsp?emailNotification/notificationTab.jsp. 

2022-03-13 3.5  

CVE-2021-45889 

  

ponton -- 

x\/p_messenger 

An issue was discovered in PONTON X/P Messenger before 3.11.2. The navigation 

tree that is shown on the left side of every page of the web application is 

vulnerable to XSS: it allows injection of JavaScript into its nodes. Creating such 

nodes is only possible for users who have the role uration Administrator or 

Administrator. 

2022-03-13 3.5  

CVE-2021-45888 

  

showdoc -- 

showdoc 

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) - Stored in GitHub repository star7th/showdoc prior to 

2.10.2. 
2022-03-12 3.5  

CVE-2022-0880 

  

showdoc -- 

showdoc 

Stored XSS viva cshtm file upload in GitHub repository star7th/showdoc prior to 

v2.10.4. 
2022-03-14 3.5  

CVE-2022-0946 

  

showdoc -- 

showdoc 

Stored XSS due to Unrestricted File Upload in GitHub repository star7th/showdoc 

prior to v2.10.4. 
2022-03-14 3.5  

CVE-2022-0941 

  

showdoc -- 

showdoc 

Stored XSS due to Unrestricted File Upload in GitHub repository star7th/showdoc 

prior to v2.10.4. 
2022-03-14 3.5  

CVE-2022-0940 

  

showdoc -- 

showdoc 
Stored XSS via file upload in GitHub repository star7th/showdoc prior to v2.10.4. 2022-03-14 3.5  

CVE-2022-0938 

  

showdoc -- 

showdoc 

Stored xss in showdoc through file upload in GitHub repository star7th/showdoc 

prior to 2.10.4. 
2022-03-14 3.5  

CVE-2022-0937 

  

smartertools -- 

smartertrack 

Stored XSS in SmarterTools SmarterTrack This issue affects: SmarterTools 

SmarterTrack 100.0.8019.14010. 
2022-03-14 3.5  

CVE-2022-24386 

  

thememove -- 

insight_core 

The Insight Core WordPress plugin through 1.0 does not have any authorisation 

and CSRF checks in the insight_customizer_options_import (available to any 

authenticated user), does not validate user input before passing it to unserialize(), 

nor sanitise and escape it before outputting it in the response. As a result, it could 

allow users with a role as low as Subscriber to perform PHP Object Injection, as 

well as Stored Cross-Site Scripting attacks 

2022-03-14 3.5  CVE-2021-24950  

tribalsystems -- 

zenario 

Zenario CMS 9.0.54156 is vulnerable to Cross Site Scripting (XSS) via upload file to 

*.SVG. An attacker can send malicious files to victims and steals victim's cookie 

leads to account takeover. The person viewing the image of a contact can be victim 

of XSS. 

2022-03-14 3.5  CVE-2021-41952  
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viitorcloud -- 

add_subtitle 

The Add Subtitle WordPress plugin through 1.1.0 does not sanitise or escape the 

sub-title field (available only with classic editor) when output in the page, which 

could allow users with a role as low as contributor to perform Cross-Site Scripting 

attacks 

2022-03-14 3.5  CVE-2021-24897  

webbigt -- 

cybersoldier 

The Cybersoldier WordPress plugin before 1.7.0 does not sanitise and escape the 

URL settings before outputting it in an attribute, which could allow high privilege 

users to perform Cross-Site Scripting attacks even when the unfiltered_html 

capability is disallowed 

2022-03-14 3.5  CVE-2021-24895  

yokogawa -- 

centum_cs_3000_f

irmware 

The following Yokogawa Electric products contain insecure DLL loading issues. 

CENTUM CS 3000 versions from R3.08.10 to R3.09.00, CENTUM VP versions from 

R4.01.00 to R4.03.00, from R5.01.00 to R5.04.20, and from R6.01.00 to R6.08.00, 

Exaopc versions from R3.72.00 to R3.79.00. 

2022-03-11 3.7  CVE-2022-23401  

adtribes -- 

product_feed_pro

_for_woocommerc

e 

The Product Feed PRO for WooCommerce WordPress plugin before 11.2.3 does 

not escape the rowCount parameter before outputting it back in an attribute via 

the woosea_categories_dropdown AJAX action (available to any authenticated 

user), leading to a Reflected Cross-Site Scripting 

2022-03-07 3.5  

CVE-2022-0426 

  

apasionados -- 

customize_login_i

mage 

A cross-site scripting (XSS) attack can cause arbitrary code (JavaScript) to run in a 

user's browser and can use an application as the vehicle for the attack. The XSS 

payload given in the "Custom logo link" executes whenever the user opens the 

Settings Page of the "Customize Login Image" Plugin. 

2022-03-10 3.5  CVE-2021-33851  

bitdefender -- 

antivirus_plus 

A NULL Pointer Dereference vulnerability in the messaging_ipc.dll component as 

used in Bitdefender Total Security, Internet Security, Antivirus Plus, Endpoint 

Security Tools, VPN Standalone allows an attacker to arbitrarily crash product 

processes and generate crashdump files. This issue affects: Bitdefender Total 

Security versions prior to 26.0.3.29. Bitdefender Internet Security versions prior to 

26.0.3.29. Bitdefender Antivirus Plus versions prior to 26.0.3.29. Bitdefender 

Endpoint Security Tools versions prior to 7.2.2.92. Bitdefender VPN Standalone 

versions prior to 25.5.0.48. 

2022-03-07 3.6  

CVE-2021-4198 

  

bookstackapp -- 

bookstack 

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) - Stored in GitHub repository bookstackapp/bookstack 

prior to v22.02.3. 
2022-03-08 3.5  

CVE-2022-0877 

  

codepeople -- 

wp_time_slots_bo

oking_form 

The WP Time Slots Booking Form WordPress plugin before 1.1.63 does not sanitise 

and escape Calendar names, allowing high privilege users to perform Cross-Site 

Scripting attacks even when the unfiltered_html capability is disallowed. 

2022-03-07 3.5  CVE-2022-0389  

custom_content_s

hortcode_project -

- 

custom_content_s

hortcode 

The Custom Content Shortcode WordPress plugin before 4.0.2 does not escape 

custom fields before outputting them, which could allow Contributor+ (v < 4.0.1) or 

Admin+ (v < 4.0.2) users to perform Cross-Site Scripting attacks even when the 

unfiltered_html is disallowed. Please note that such attack is still possible by 

admin+ in single site blogs by default (but won't be when the unfiltered_html is 

disallowed) 

2022-03-07 3.5  CVE-2021-24826  

dell -- 

enterprise_storage

_analytics 

Dell EMC Enterprise Storage Analytics for vRealize Operations, versions 4.0.1 to 

6.2.1, contain a Plain-text password storage vulnerability. A local high privileged 

malicious user may potentially exploit this vulnerability, leading to the disclosure of 

certain user credentials. The attacker may be able to use the exposed credentials 

to access the vulnerable application with privileges of the compromised account. 

2022-03-04 3.6  CVE-2021-43590  

dwbooster -- 

cp_blocks 

The CP Blocks WordPress plugin before 1.0.15 does not sanitise and escape its 

"License ID" settings, which could allow high privilege users to perform Cross-Site 

Scripting attacks even when the unfiltered_html is disallowed. 

2022-03-07 3.5  CVE-2022-0448  

e2pdf -- e2pdf 

The E2Pdf WordPress plugin before 1.16.45 does not sanitise and escape some of 

its settings, which could allow high privilege users to perform Cross-Site Scripting 

attacks even when the unfiltered_html capability is disallowed 

2022-03-07 3.5  

CVE-2022-0535 
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iptanus -- 

wordpress_file_upl

oad 

The WordPress File Upload WordPress plugin before 4.16.3, wordpress-file-upload-

pro WordPress plugin before 4.16.3 allows users with a role as low as Contributor 

to ure the upload form in a way that allows uploading of SVG files, which could be 

then be used for Cross-Site Scripting attacks 

2022-03-07 3.5  

CVE-2021-24960 

  

iptanus -- 

wordpress_file_upl

oad 

The WordPress File Upload WordPress plugin before 4.16.3, wordpress-file-upload-

pro WordPress plugin before 4.16.3 does not escape some of its shortcode 

argument, which could allow users with a role as low as Contributor to perform 

Cross-Site Scripting attacks 

2022-03-07 3.5  

CVE-2021-24961 

  

linux -- 

linux_kernel 

A memory leak flaw was found in the Linux kernel in the ccp_run_aes_gcm_cmd() 

function in drivers/crypto/ccp/ccp-ops.c, which allows attackers to cause a denial 

of service (memory consumption). This vulnerability is similar with the older CVE-

2019-18808. 

2022-03-04 2.1  

CVE-2021-3744 

 

 

 

 

MLIST 

DEBIAN 

linux -- 

linux_kernel 

An out-of-bounds (OOB) memory read flaw was found in the Qualcomm IPC router 

protocol in the Linux kernel. A missing sanity check allows a local attacker to gain 

access to out-of-bounds memory, leading to a system crash or a leak of internal 

kernel information. The highest threat from this vulnerability is to system 

availability. 

2022-03-04 3.6  

CVE-2021-3743 

 

 

 

 

  

metaphorcreations 

-- post_duplicator 

A cross-site scripting (XSS) attack can cause arbitrary code (JavaScript) to run in a 

user's browser and can use an application as the vehicle for the attack. The XSS 

payload given in the "Duplicate Title" text box executes whenever the user opens 

the Settings Page of the Post Duplicator Plugin or the application root page after 

duplicating any of the existing posts. 

2022-03-10 3.5  CVE-2021-33852  

nextcloud -- talk 

Nextcloud talk is a self hosting messaging service. In versions prior to 12.3.0 the 

Nextcloud Android Talk application did not properly detect the lockscreen state 

when a call was incoming. If an attacker got physical access to the locked phone, 

and the victim received a phone call the attacker could gain access to the chat 

messages and files of the user. It is recommended that the Nextcloud Android Talk 

App is upgraded to 12.3.0. There are no known workarounds. 

2022-03-08 2.1  

CVE-2021-41181 

  

nicdark -- 

cost_calculator 

The Cost Calculator WordPress plugin before 1.6 allows users with a role as low as 

Contributor to perform Stored Cross-Site Scripting attacks via the Description fields 

of a Cost Calculator > Price Settings (which gets injected on the edit page as well as 

any page that embeds the calculator using the shortcode), as well as the Text 

Preview field of a Project (injected on the edit project page) 

2022-03-07 3.5  CVE-2021-24821  

pimcore -- pimcore 
Cross-site Scripting (XSS) - Stored in GitHub repository pimcore/pimcore prior to 

10.3.3. 
2022-03-04 3.5  

CVE-2022-0831 

  

pimcore -- pimcore 
Cross-site Scripting (XSS) - Stored in GitHub repository pimcore/pimcore prior to 

10.3.3. 
2022-03-04 3.5  

CVE-2022-0832 

  

secomea -- 

sitemanager_1129

_firmware 

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in log view of Secomea SiteManager allows a 

logged in user to store javascript for later execution. This issue affects: Secomea 

SiteManager Version 9.6.621421014 and all prior versions. 

2022-03-10 3.5  CVE-2021-32005  

siemens -- 

ruggedcom_ros 

A vulnerability has been identified in RUGGEDCOM ROS M2100 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS M2200 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS M969 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC20 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC30 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC40 (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC41 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RMC8388 (All versions 

< V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RP110 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS400 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS401 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS416v2 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS8000 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000A (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

2022-03-08 3.5  CVE-2021-37208  
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RS8000H (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS8000T (All versions), RUGGEDCOM 

ROS RS900 (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900G (All versions), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900G (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS900GP (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS900L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS900W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS910L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS910W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS920L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS920W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS930L (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS930W (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RS940G (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RS969 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RSG2100 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100 (32M) (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2100P (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2200 (All 

versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2288 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RSG2300 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2300P (All versions < 

V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG2488 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS 

RSG907R (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG908C (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG909R (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG910C (All 

versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RSG920P (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RSL910 (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228 (All 

versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST2228P (All versions < V5.6.0), 

RUGGEDCOM ROS RST916C (All versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS RST916P (All 

versions < V5.6.0), RUGGEDCOM ROS i800 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i801 

(All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i802 (All versions), RUGGEDCOM ROS i803 (All 

versions). Improper neutralization of special characters on the web server uration 

page could allow an attacker, in a privileged position, to retrieve sensitive 

information via cross-site scripting. 

sophos -- 

ssl_vpn_client 

A local attacker can overwrite arbitrary files on the system with VPN client logs 

using administrator privileges, potentially resulting in a denial of service and data 

loss, in all versions of Sophos SSL VPN client. 

2022-03-08 3.6  CVE-2021-36809  

st -- j-

safe3_firmware 

STMicroelectronics STSAFE-J 1.1.4, J-SAFE3 1.2.5, and J-SIGN sometimes allow 

attackers to obtain information on cryptographic secrets. This is associated with 

the ECDSA signature algorithm on the Java Card J-SAFE3 and STSAFE-J platforms 

exposing a 3.0.4 Java Card API. It is exploitable for STSAFE-J in closed uration and J-

SIGN (when signature verification is activated) but not for J-SAFE3 EPASS BAC and 

EAC products. It might also impact other products based on the J-SAFE-3 Java Card 

platform. 

2022-03-04 1.9  

CVE-2021-43392 

  

st -- stsafe-

j_firmware 

STMicroelectronics STSAFE-J 1.1.4, J-SAFE3 1.2.5, and J-SIGN sometimes allow 

attackers to abuse signature verification. This is associated with the ECDSA 

signature algorithm on the Java Card J-SAFE3 and STSAFE-J platforms exposing a 

3.0.4 Java Card API. It is exploitable for STSAFE-J in closed uration and J-SIGN (when 

signature verification is activated) but not for J-SAFE3 EPASS BAC and EAC 

products. It might also impact other products based on the J-SAFE-3 Java Card 

platform. 

2022-03-04 1.9  

CVE-2021-43393 

  

veritas -- 

infoscale_operatio

ns_manager 

An issue was discovered in Veritas InfoScale Operations Manager (VIOM) before 

7.4.2 Patch 600 and 8.x before 8.0.0 Patch 100. A reflected cross-site scripting (XSS) 

vulnerability in admin/cgi-bin/listdir.pl allows authenticated remote administrators 

to inject arbitrary web script or HTML into an HTTP GET parameter (which reflect 

the user input without sanitization). 

2022-03-04 3.5  CVE-2022-26483  

wp-eventmanager 

-- 

wp_event_manage

r 

The WP Event Manager WordPress plugin before 3.1.23 does not escape some of 

its Field Editor settings when outputting them, allowing high privilege users to 

perform Cross-Site Scripting attacks even when the unfiltered_html capability is 

disallowed 

2022-03-07 3.5  CVE-2021-24810  

yop-poll -- yop-poll 

The YOP Poll WordPress plugin before 6.3.5 does not sanitise and escape some of 

the settings (available to users with a role as low as author) before outputting 

them, leading to a Stored Cross-Site Scripting issue 

2022-03-07 3.5  CVE-2022-0205  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-36809&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-36809
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-43392&vector=AV:L/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-43392
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-43393&vector=AV:L/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-43393
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-26483&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-26483
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2021-24810&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2021-24810
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2022-0205&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2022-0205


 
 
 


